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October 26-28, 2015
Hyatt Regency Hotel, Santa Clara, CA USA

REGISTER
EARLY
TO SAVE!

The Internationalization and Unicode® Conference (IUC) is the premier event covering the latest
in industry standards and best practices for bringing software and Web applications to worldwide
markets. This annual event focuses on software and Web globalization, bringing together internationalization experts, tools vendors, software implementers, and business and program managers
from around the world. Expert practitioners and industry leaders present detailed recommendations for businesses looking to expand to new international markets and those seeking to improve
time to market and cost-efficiency of supporting existing markets. Recent conferences have provided specific advice on designing software for European countries, Latin America, China, India,
Japan, Korea, the Middle East, and emerging markets.
This highly rated conference features excellent technical content, industry-tested recommendations and updates on the latest standards and technology. Subject areas include Web globalization,
programming practices, endangered languages and un-encoded scripts, integrating with social
networking software, and implementing mobile apps. This year’s conference will also highlight new
features in Unicode Version 7.0 and other relevant standards published this year.

Reasons to Attend Include:
Tutorials and sessions for beginners, to train you and your staff on basic practices
and implementation techniques for creating international software
Learn recommended solutions to difficult problems or sophisticated requirements
from industry leaders and experts in attendance
Find help from tool and product vendors to get you to market quickly and
cost-effectively

www.unicodeconference.org/ml
MEDIA SPONSOR:

For up-to-date information or to register:
VISIT: www.unicodeconference.org/ml
E-MAIL: info@unicodeconference.org
Unicode and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc.
All other marks are the property of their respective owners.
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Post Editing

Studying truisms

I

If there’s one truism in the language
industry, it’s that not all Spanish is
created equal. If there’s a second truism
in the language industry, it’s that you
have to explain the first truism at some
length because nobody outside the
language industry gets it.
The first truism is alluded to in many
of this issue’s articles, and dealt with
in various ways using hard data. Matt
Bramowicz focuses on how Spanish
language variations can play into

The Spanish-speaking world.
Official language
1,000,000+
Active learning of Spanish.

marketing to a US audience, with a
large graphical breakdown of statistical
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AND OTHER CEE LANGUAGES
 ONE-STOP TRANSLATION
& LOCALIZATION SERVICES
 PROOFREADING & IN-COUNTRY
REVIEW
 INDIVIDUAL TERMINOLOGY
MANAGEMENT
 POST-EDITING
 MULTIMEDIA & VOICEOVER

EN 15038 and ISO 9001 CERTIFIED

Czech Republic | Slovak Republic
www.lexman.biz | localization@lexman.biz
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100,000+

demographics and what they might
mean, as well as general marketing tips.
A sidebar by Linda Jackson and Evelyn
Toro fleshes out this topic with some
specific looks at life sciences marketing
and the like. Benjamin B. Sargent’s
article offers a new and different data
set on worldwide Spanish language
audiences and economies, along with
a discussion of trends and strategies.
Elizabeth Dellaha discusses how
language variations can be managed
across websites by using semantic search
engines.
The focus also looks at changing
source languages, translation in Spain
and Google’s Latin American Spanish.
Outside the focus, Marc Achtelig
provides a brief manual on translating
technical documents and Nancy A.
Locke reviews The Definitive Guide to
Measured Translation Quality.
We have a plethora of columns
and commentary, among them Oleg
Semerikov’s tips on social media
marketing for translators and Suzanne
E. Deliscar’s look at access to justice for
the US Hispanic population. Terena Bell
offers her last Macro/Micro, explaining
why she sold her language service
company and claiming that, barring
boutique agencies and large players, the
institution is dying. Diego Bartolome’s
study of the industry landscape offers
a counterpoint on the future of
translation in Spain and beyond. W
editor@multilingual.com

Riga Summit forges
a unified vision for
multilingual Europe

www.multilingual.com		

News

The Riga Summit on the multilingual
digital single market was held on April
27-29 in Riga, Latvia. At the three-day
event, more than 350 participants
gathered to forge a unified vision and
launch the strategic agenda for the
multilingual digital single market, a
major step toward empowering Europe
in the global world. The European
Commission (EC) has identified the
digital single market as one of its top
priorities, and defines it as a market “in
which the free movement of persons,
services and capital is ensured and
where the individuals and businesses
can seamlessly access and exercise
online activities under conditions of
fair competition, and a high level of
consumer and personal data protection, irrespective of their nationality or
place of residence.” In early May, the
EC unveiled its plans to that end, which
included knocking down national barriers between European countries by
updating copyright laws, harmonizing
regulation and scrapping barriers to
online trade.
With the idea that this market must
be multilingual, the Riga Summit assembled a wide range of speakers from
various sectors: EU public institutions,
global corporations (Microsoft, SAP,
SDL), innovative language technology
companies (Tilde, ESTeam, Artificial
Solutions), national parliaments and
language councils, NGOs (Translators without Borders), localization
service providers (GALA Europe), top
research centers (DFKI, ADAPT), major
universities (Oxford, Edinburgh) and
key international media including The
Economist and The Guardian.
Working together over three days and
drawing on their diverse professional
experiences, speakers and participants
succeeded in developing a combined
strategy as well as initiating concrete
actions to bring about the crucial vision for a digital single market without
language barriers.
The event was co-organized by the
EC, the European language technology
association LT-Innovate, the research
network META-NET and the language
technology company Tilde.

An April 29 discussion on the synergy of national activities
and the creation of language resources.

During the Riga Summit, the organizers
also launched the Strategic Agenda for the
Multilingual Digital Single Market, prepared by the European language technology research and industry community. The
document describes the specific language
technology solutions — many of which
were demonstrated at the Riga Summit —
that can help overcome language barriers
in Europe.
Following the event, the organizers
personally delivered the Summit Resolu-

tion and Strategic Agenda to European
Commission vice president Andrus Ansip.
In his greeting to summit participants,
vice president Ansip had acknowledged
that “language is still a major obstacle
to a truly unified European economy and
society.” His views are thankfully optimistic, and he also declared: “By working together to find ways to overcome
language barriers, I believe that we can
make a truly integrated and multilingual
digital single market a reality.”

July/August 2015 MultiLingual
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News
LocWorld28 Berlin looks at human-technology interaction
LocWorld28 took place in Berlin, Germany, June 3-5, 2015. With a conferencewide theme of the Internet of Things,
June 4 keynote speaker Gerd Leonhard,
futurist, author and CEO of The Futures
Agency, discussed the intersection of
humanity and technology. “We’re now
living in an exponential world,” he said,
in the sense that we’re on a takeoff point
of exponential technology growth. “In
many ways, I call this Hellven. It could
be heaven, it could be hell,” depending

on the application. Leonhard claims that
humanity will change more in the next
20 years than in the previous 300 years,
and that “everything that can be automated will be automated.”
The Internet of Things “means it’s
not people and devices connected, but
boxes.” There will be 227 billion devices connected by 2020, which could
produce smarter applications and save
energy, for example — the overarching
point of the Internet of Things is higher

efficiency. Additionally, something like
good speech-to-text recognition could
virtually end typed searches and help
illiterate individuals have access to
information.
The result of this will be a human-wide
trend toward creative jobs — machines
are worse than humans at language and
natural movement, although they are
better at math. Leonhard quoted Albert
Einstein: “imagination is more important
than knowledge.”

Clockwise from left: Gerd Leonhard gives his
keynote address; detail of Berlin’s Brandenburg Gate; at the Women in Localization social; attendees outside the Maritim conference venue; exhibits in the Maritim’s lobby;
conference dinner in the Tiergarten; dinner
venue at the Café am Neuen See; keynote
audience.
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The Global Business track studied
human-machine intersection in a different way by honing in on global strategy
and metrics. Liesl Leary of SDL looked at
the data from user-generated content in
a June 5 presentation. She said customer
surveys, for example, were not all that
effective, because “people lie on surveys,
or they’re embarrassed.” So she looks at
social data to discover “exactly the why”
web hits are going up or down in different locales, for example. “Localization becomes that much more important to the
organization, because instead of being
the people who handle the words, you actually help shape the corporate strategy.”
In a June 4 presentation on globalization readiness, Luciana Vecchi of NetApp
echoed that you need “hard data, hard
data, hard data,” to talk about international
corporate strategy with executives. Before
approaching executives with your localization requests, get clarity on the company’s
plans and gather market knowledge.
The Inside Track put a client-side twist on
metrics, and in a June 5 morning session on
structuring localization at a tech startup,
Karen Loughrey of Optimizely discussed
localizing the rapidly-growing Optimizely
tool, used for A/B testing, or looking at two
versions of a webpage and measuring the
effect each version has on your conversion
rate. She said there was a moment when
she remarked to a team member, “I wish
there was a way to measure the things
we’ve done to localize our Spanish website,” and the team member asked wryly
“have you heard of Optimizely?”
Iris Orris, director of internationalization at Facebook, gave a June 5 keynote
on the languages needed to reach the
entire world — currently, there are about
7.2 billion people on the planet, give or
take, and about one third is online. In
order to make the internet relevant to
80% of the world, it would require content in at least 92 languages, which in
many cases would be the lingua franca
of the region. If you add just 10% more,
you need an additional 100-plus languages. “The long tail is very long,” said
Orris. Nonetheless, Facebook is trying
to address this, keeps rolling out new
languages and has founded a nonprofit
called Internet.org with the goal of
connecting everyone, everywhere. It
intends to make the internet a hundred
times more affordable in the developing
world, with a goal of 75% world penetration in five years.
www.multilingual.com
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News
Seventh ICC held in
San Francisco

Featured Reader Profile
Suneeta Aggarwal, formerly a senior director of engineering at TIBCO Software Inc, is
currently taking a break from the corporate
world to explore new opportunities and
interests. She lives in the San Francisco
Bay Area.
How did you get started in this industry?
Many years ago, a customer in Japan
required user manuals in Japanese. I had
absolutely no idea how to approach this, but
I love to travel and experience other languages and cultures, so it turned out to be a
great opportunity to learn about the translation industry. At the time, I thought the
task was only about translating the content
from English into another language. Over
time, I learned there was so much more to it
than the actual translation. My knowledge
of the industry was rather fuzzy to begin
with, but I picked up the vocabulary.
How long have you worked in this industry?
More than two decades across programming,
technical writing and globalization. I’ve realized best practices are often best applied at
the source level, whether it’s source code or
source content. That’s where the cleanup begins. A good, clean source is one of the best
ways to get high quality for multiple locales.
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Suneeta Aggarwal in Alaska.
Which industry social feeds (twitter, blog,
LinkedIn, Facebook) do you follow?
For professional growth, some of the ones
I follow include The International Multilingual User Group (IMUG), Translators
without Borders, Harvard Business Review
(HBR), Manager Tools and Society for
Technical Communication (STC).
What do you like to do in your spare time?
I love to read, cook and travel. The photo is of
glaciers in Alaska, one of my favorite places.
When you get close to a glacier, the shade of
blue is truly magical and soothing.
Why do you read MultiLingual?
Multilingual magazine helps me keep my
finger on the pulse of the internationalization
industry. It’s a one-stop shop to learn about
both the buying and selling side of language
services, as well as evolving technologies.

The seventh annual Intelligent Content
Conference (ICC) occurred March 23-25,
2015 in San Francisco, California. The 2015
event was hosted by the Content Marketing
Institute (CMI) for the first time, following an acquisition of the event from The
Rockley Group in 2014. The 400 attendees
included a mix of presidents, CEOs, CTOs,
global content directors, content strategists,
integrated communications managers,
systems analysts, technical writers, content
marketers, designers, web content managers, content engineers, social media managers, editors and information architects.
The event brings together content
professionals from many disciplines
including marketing, technical communications and content strategy. The goal
was to help attendees scale their current
processes and make them more efficient,
all while focusing on quality content.
Some key themes and lessons from the
50-plus speakers included:
■■ Treat content as a product, not a
project.
■■ Work backward from the experience you want your audience to have.
■■ Structure your content and teams
for intelligent outcomes.
■■ Instigate change or follow fast.
■■ Think big, start small.
news@multilingual.com

News
Survey reveals translation
freelancers get paid less and
are more dissatisfied
In April, Payoneer released the results of its Freelancer Income Survey
2015, the most comprehensive study
of its kind, which surveyed more than
23,000 freelancers in 180 countries to
determine the average income rates
based on factors including geography,
experience, industry and more. The
survey particularly honed in on freelancers in emerging markets in Asia,
Latin America and Europe (Figure 1).
The average hourly rate across all
countries surveyed is about $21, and
overall males earn about 3% more
than females (Figure 2).

2%
14%

23%

15%

27%

19%

Figure 1: Respondents represent a wide range of countries across the freelancing world with a
primary focus on those from emerging markets in Asia, Latin America and Europe.

6%

22%
8%

54%

Figure 2: Average hourly rates by gender.

Writing and translation freelancers
across the globe charge an average of
$17 an hour, ranking lowest in hourly
billing rates by industry. Freelancers worldwide work an average of 36
hours a week, and writing and trans-

www.multilingual.com		

10%

Figure 3: How freelancers are getting paid.

lation freelancers worldwide work an
average of 31.6 hours a week. Only
43% of writing and translation freelancers are satisfied with their income,
ranking lowest in income satisfaction
by industry.

Over half (54%) of all freelancers
prefer to receive payment for online
jobs directly to their bank account.
Almost one-quarter (22%) prefer
to withdraw their earnings in cash
(Figure 3).
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Business
1-800-Translate rebrands

1-800-Translate, a provider of testing,
pharma, medical device and marketing
translation, has rebranded and renamed
the company Responsive Translation.
Responsive Translation
www.responsivetranslation.com

euroscript acquires ForeignExchange

euroscript International S.A., a provider
of content life cycle management solutions, has signed an equity agreement to
purchase ForeignExchange Translations,
Inc., specialized in medical translation.
The companies will combine staff and
resources.
euroscript International S.A.
www.euroscript.com
ForeignExchange Translations, Inc.
www.fxtrans.com

Capita opens Maidenhead office

Capita Translation and Interpreting,
part of the Justice and Secure Services
division of Capita Plc, has opened a new
office in Maidenhead, UK.
Capita Translation and Interpreting
www.capitatranslationinterpreting.com

Sajan acquires Reverbeo technology

Sajan, a language services and translation management technology provider, has
purchased some software assets of technology firm Reverbeo. Company founder
Robert O’Shaughnessy will join Sajan as a
solutions architect.
Sajan www.sajan.com

People
Recent industry hires

■■ Anja Jones Translation has hired
Théophile Clouet as an in-house translator.

Anja Jones Translation
www.anjajonestranslation.co.uk

■■ suma, a provider of translation and
localization services, has hired Daniela
Costa as project manager.

suma www.sumalatam.com

CETRA Language Solutions has hired
Richard S. Ochab as a proposal manager.
■■

CETRA Language Solutions www.cetra.com

■■ KantanMT, a provider of statistical
machine translation solutions, has hired
Louise Quinn as technical project manager.

KantanMT http://kantanmt.com
■■

Vistatec, a provider of localization,

process management and global release
strategies, has hired Tom Gannon as chief
operating officer.
Vistatec www.vistatec.ie

■■ Vasont Systems, a component content management solutions company, has
hired Stephen Huffman as senior content
analyst and quality coordinator.

Vasont Systems www.vasont.com

■■ 1-StopAsia, a provider of Asian language services, hired Joan Kim as office
administrator.

1-StopAsia www.1stopasia.com

■■ Sajan, a language services and translation management technology provider,
has hired Paul Rome as chief operating
officer.

Sajan www.sajan.com

■■ Localization Care, a translation and
localization agency, has hired Sylwia
Stefanczyk as a junior project manager.

Localization Care
http://localizationcare.com

■■ delsurtranslations has hired Celeste
Broder as project manager.

delsurtranslations

http://delsurtranslations.com.ar

Resources
Top online languages and the
industry’s changing landscape

Common Sense Advisory, Inc., an independent market research firm specializing in the language service industry,
has released “The Rise and Fall of the Top
Online Languages.” The report presents
a framework for categorizing languages
into tiers, and recommends actions for
marketers.
The brief “The Changing Landscape
of the Language Industry” covers three
trends driving external and internal
investment — technological disruption,
the move to transactional services and
consolidation.
Common Sense Advisory, Inc.
www.commonsenseadvisory.com

Products and Services
TAUS Quality Dashboard

TAUS, a translation think tank and platform for industry-shared services, has developed a Quality Dashboard to connect
translation tools and workflow systems
with the Dynamic Quality Framework, a
suite of tools for quality evaluation of
both human and machine translation.
TAUS http://taus.net

news@multilingual.com

News
Memsource Turkish interface

Memsource, a developer of cloud translation software, has added a Turkish interface
to its translation platform. The latest language addition is the result of community
localization done by Istanbul Yeni Yuzyil
University.
Memsource www.memsource.com

memoQ 2015, consultation service

Kilgray Translation Technologies, a
developer of translation productivity
tools, has released memoQ 2015. New
features include a project management
dashboard, improved translation management and project creation.
The company has also added a new consultation service called Professional Services intended to assist in the auditing and
optimizing of translation technologies.
Kilgray Translation Technologies
www.kilgray.com

AcrossConnector

AcrossConnector, a technology integration between Across Language Server
version 6 and version 6.1 of Plunet BusinessManager allows the interconnection
of all business and production processes
on one platform.

tion and movie industries, has released
version 1.2 of Alto, its game audio localization tool.
Tsugi www.tsugi-studio.com

Clients and Partners
Semantix selects Memsource

Semantix, a Nordic region language
services provider, has selected technology from Memsource, a developer of
cloud translation software, to bundle
with its own language services.
Memsource www.memsource.com

Swiss Railways selects interlanguage

interlanguage s.r.l., a provider of language services, has been selected to provide translation and subtitling services to
Swiss Railways.
interlanguage s.r.l. www.interlanguage.it

Lingotek, Marketo connector

Aries TCO, Inc., a software company,
and Lingotek, a developer of translation
technology, have partnered to create a

marketing automation translation process within Marketo’s marketing automation software solution.

Lingotek www.lingotek.com

KantanMT partners with Alchemy

KantanMT, a subscription-based machine translation (MT) service, and Alchemy Software Development Ltd., have
announced a technology partnership.
KantanMT, http://kantanmt.com
Alchemy Software Development Ltd.
www.alchemysoftware.com

Ministry of Communications and
Information selects Verztec

Verztec Consulting Pte. Ltd., a provider
of language services, has been awarded a
contract with the Ministry of Communications and Information (Singapore) for
translation services, including marketing
collateral, speeches, media releases and
broadcast scripts.
Verztec Consulting Pte. Ltd.
www.verztec.com
Semantix www.semantix.se

Plunet GmbH www.plunet.com
Across Systems GmbH & Inc.
www.across.net

Slate

Precision Translation Tools has released
Slate, statistical machine translation
(SMT) technology for MS Windows. The
SMT toolkit does not directly integrate
with popular localization CAT and TMS
tools, but does include what a user needs
to create SMT engines on Windows and
use the engines for translation.
Precision Translation Tools
www.precisiontranslationtools.com

Sitecore CMS, Adobe Experience
Manager plugins for Beebox

Wordbee, a provider of translation
management technology, has launched a
Sitecore CMS and an Adobe Experience
Manager plugin for Beebox, its connectivity solution that acts as middleware between a content source and a translation
team or translation management system.
Wordbee www.wordbee.com

ALTO 1.2

Tsugi, a provider of research and development services to the video game, animawww.multilingual.com		
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Calendar

July

Institute of Advanced Studies, University of Surrey
www.ias.surrey.ac.uk/workshops/interpreting/index.php

September

5th IATIS Conference

July 7-10, 2015, Belo Horizonte, Brazil.

International Association for Translation
and Intercultural Studies
www.iatis.org/index.php/iatis-belo-horizonte-conference

Globalizing Twitter

July 16, 2015, Palo Alto, California USA.

International Multilingual User Group, www.meetup.
com/IMUG-Silicon-Valley/events/220143736

Workshop on Adaptive NLP at IJCAI

July 25-27, 2015, Buenos Aires, Argentina.

International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence
https://sites.google.com/site/adaptivenlp2015

August
GDC Europe

August 3-4, 2015, Cologne, Germany.

IAPTI 2015 International Conference

September 5-6, 2015, Bordeaux, France.

International Association of Professional
Translators and Interpreters, www.iapti.org

Interspeech 2015

September 6-10, 2015, Dresden, Germany.

International Speech Communication Association
http://interspeech2015.org

Content Marketing World

September 8-11, 2015, Cleveland, Ohio USA.

Content Marketing Institute
http://contentmarketingworld.com

Media for All

September 16-18, 2015, Sydney, Australia.

UBM Tech Game Network, www.gdceurope.com

TransMedia Research Group, University of Western Sydney
www.uws.edu.au/mediaforall

Internationalization at Startups

ATC Annual Conference

International Multilingual User Group, www.meetup.com/
IMUG-Silicon-Valley/events/220143889

Association of Translation Companies
http://atc.org.uk/conference

Integrating Multimodality in the
Study of Dialogue Interpreting

DRONGO Language Festival

August 20, 2015, Santa Clara, California USA.

August 31-September 1, 2015, Surrey, UK.

September 24-25, 2015, Manchester, UK.

September 25-26, 2015, Utrecht, The Netherlands.

DRONGO, www.drongofestival.nl/?lang=en

Want more industryrelated information?
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e-mails are fun again
MindReader ® for Outlook
Quick and consistent e-mail communication.
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Participate in
discussions about
the global language
industry:
www.multilingualblog.com
Find language industry
companies in 48 categories:
www.multilingual.com/
industryResources
Follow us on:
www.twitter.com/
multilingualmag
www.facebook.com/
multilingualmagazine
news@multilingual.com

Calendar
European Day of Languages

Translating Europe Forum

Council of Europe, European Union
http://edl.ecml.at/Home/tabid/1455/language/en-GB/Default.aspx

European Commission, DGT, http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/
translation/programmes/translating_europe/index_en.htm

Technical Communication UK

3rd International Translation
Technology Terminology Conference

September 26, 2015, Worldwide.

September 29-October 1, 2015, Glasgow, Scotland.

Institute of Scientific and Technical Communicators
www.technicalcommunicationuk.com

October 29-30, 2015, Brussels, Belgium.

October 29-30, 2015, Ljubljana, Slovenia.

Iolar, www.ttt-conference.com

Brand2Global

METM15

The Localization Institute, http://brand2global.com

Mediterranean Editors and Translators, www.metmeetings.org

Information Development World

MT Summit XV

The Content Wrangler, Content Rules
www.etouches.com/ehome/113382October

Association for Machine Translation in the Americas
www.amtaweb.org/mt-summit-xv

September 30-October 1, 2015, London, UK.

September 30-October 2, 2015, San Jose, California USA.

October 29-31, 2015, Coimbra, Portugal.

October 30-November 3, 2015, Miami, Florida USA.

October

November

Elia Networking Days Krakow

56th ATA Conference

European Language Industry Association, www.elia-association.
org/Networking_Days/Networking_Days_Krakow

American Translators Association
www.atanet.org/conf/2015

Course: Introduction to Localization

Help & Localization Conference

UW Professional & Continuing Education, www.pce.uw.edu/
courses/localization-intro/downtown-seattle-autumn-2015

Write2Users, http://write2users.com/help-localizationconference-2015

LTLTS2-IA

tcworld 2015 - tekom

Ferdowsi University of Mashhad, http://ltlts2.um.ac.ir

tekom, http://conferences.tekom.de/tcworld15/tcworld15

CIJITI 2015

Hellenic Language and Terminology

Department of Modern Philology, FITISPos Research Group University of Alcalá, www3.uah.es/jovenesinvestigadores/home.html

Hellenic Society for Terminology
www.eleto.gr/en/Conference10.html

TriKonf 2015

Nordic Translation Industry Forum

The Alexandria Library, http://trikonf.com

Anne-Marie Colliander Lind, Cecilia Enbäck, http://ntif.se

TAUS Annual Conference

Gameacon

TAUS, https://events.taus.net/events/conferences/
taus-annual-conference-2015

Fox Marketing LLC , http://gameacon.com

October 1-3, 2015, Krakow, Poland.

October 5-December 7, 2015, Seattle, Washington USA.

October 6-7, 2015, Mashhad, Iran.

October 8-9, 2015, Guadalajara, Spain.

October 9-11, 2015, Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany.

October 12-13, 2015, Santa Clara, California USA.

LocWorld29 Silicon Valley

October 14-16, 2015, Santa Clara, California USA.

Localization World, Ltd., www.locworld.com

LavaCon Conference

October 18-21, 2015, New Orleans, Louisiana USA.

LavaCon, http://lavacon.org/2015

39th Internationalization & Unicode Conference (IUC39)
October 26-28, 2015, Santa Clara, California USA.

Object Management Group, www.unicodeconference.org

www.multilingual.com		

November 4-7, 2015, Miami, Florida USA.

November 5, 2015, Helsingor, Denmark.

November 10-12, 2015, Stuttgart, Germany.

November 12-14, 2015, Athens, Greece.

November 19-20, 2015, Reykjavik, Iceland.

November 19-22, 2015, Atlantic City, New Jersey USA.

EXPOLINGUA Berlin

November 20-21, 2015, Berlin, Germany.

ICWE GmbH, www.expolingua.com/expolingua_berlin

InDialog

November 20-21, 2015, Berlin, Germany.

ICWE GmbH, www.indialog-conference.com

LT-Accelerate

November 25-26, 2015, Brussels, Belgium.

LT-Innovate, Alta Plana Corporation
www.lt-innovate.eu/lt-accelerate
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Reviews

The Definitive Guide to Measured Translation Quality
Reviewed by Nancy A. Locke
Short, information-packed and highly readable

A

The standard QC-based process is described in
detail as well as ways to tweak that process in order
to keep costs down and improve results. One important step in the QC process, in-country review (ICR),
receives special attention.
The authors reveal how ICR, a mainstay of the
However, define and measure we must in order to
translation process, can add unnecessary costs to a
ensure that the final product meets demanding client
project without markedly improving the end result.
and end-user expectations. Despite the best intentions
A lack of continuity and collaboration, as well as
of translation services providers and despite clients’
weak or nonexistent linguistic skills and training are
desires to market an optimal product, finding the best
all identified as factors that impact cost. Another
and most cost-effective way to get a handle
factor, the subjectivity of reviewer feedback,
on such a slippery concept of quality remains a The Definitive Guide to Measured
brings the reader back to the essential probTranslation Quality by Sonia
daunting challenge.
lem: defining, objectifying and measuring
Monahan and Jason Arnsparger.
In The Definitive Guide to Measured Trans- ForeignExchange Translations, 2014. quality expectations. In the context of large,
lation Quality, Sonia Monahan and Jason Paperback, $24.99.
multilingual projects, these factors — and the
Arnsparger at ForeignExchange Translations
associated costs — can add up.
have drawn on their combined and extensive experience to shed
The book devotes two sections to an overview of existing
some light on the topic. The result, at 92 pages: a slender but
standards and to a range of quality measurement systems, some
information-packed and highly readable little volume.
developed by standards organizations, some private initiatives.
Received wisdom has it that three elements factor into a cliThe latter section takes a look at METRiQ, a proprietary tool
ent’s choice of a translation services vendor: quality, price and
developed by ForeignExchange. The tool, released in 2009, is “a
speed of delivery. Monahan and Arnsparger note that, for transstatistical method used to classify linguistic errors for medical
lation services buyers, while price and speed do come into play,
translations.” Sandwiched in between the section on standards,
quality might simply, and too often, be assumed. The authors
the authors address the selection process for linguistic resources.
suggest that what actually constitutes quality is often overThroughout the book, surveys, statistics and case studies
looked until a great deal of time and money has already been
graphically and vividly support the information presented. The
invested. They also note that, while a majority of that investlast section pulls everything together, describing the practical
ment goes toward back-loaded quality control (QC), meaning
application of theory in broad strokes.
reactive measures and, as in the case of in-country client review,
When I was first tasked with reviewing The Definitive Guide to
subjective measures tacked on at the end of a very long process,
Measured Translation Quality, I hesitated. Although the subject
developing a clear and comprehensive quality assurance (QA)
is important, experience had convinced me that it can be a bit
strategy gets short shrift. The result is a multiplication of errors
of a grind. Honestly, I feared that much of the content would
that need to be fixed under a looming deadline.
just soar over my head or, worse, put me to sleep. I also worMonahan and Arnsparger do not assume anything. They start
ried that the entire book would be an over-long advertisement
off by defining their terms, then clearly explain the benefits of
for ForeignExchange Translations. Happily, I had nothing to
a proactive production process informed from start to finish
fear. Monahan and Arnand beyond by a rigorous strategy based on QA. They also
sparger should be congratulated for succinctly
introduce the importance of being able to accurately measure
demystifying a difficult
quality, a key concept that returns throughout the book: “And
Nancy A. Locke is a
but critical topic, and
measuring quality is important because it quantifies the level
writer and translator
making it accessible to a
of risk to safety and compliance. It helps the customer go from
living in Montreal.
wide audience. M
assuming quality is good to knowing quality is good.”

Already a complex process, perhaps the
most complicated — and most elusive —
aspect of translation is defining and then
measuring quality.
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Terena Bell								Macro/Micro

T

The translation company is dead; long live the
translation company. When the original version of
this expression was first uttered after the death
of Charles VI, I highly doubt 1420s France realized
the catch phrase it would become.

Meant to protect the country from civil war by assuring that
France never went without a monarch, the expression has long
been supplanted by any myriad of things. “Branding is dead;
long live the brand,” “The cloud is dead; long live the cloud,”
and my personal favorite (from The Atlantic), “The Hamburglar
is dead; long live the Hamburglar.”
When it’s transitioned from preventing civil war to a cartoon
man stealing hamburgers, perhaps the “long live the” expression itself is what’s dead.
Cliché as my statement may be, though, I stand by it. The
translation company as we know it is dead.
When I started In Every Language in 2005, though, she
was alive and kicking. In fact, our whole industry was. At the
American Translators’ Association’s 2009 Translation Company
Division conference, I gave a presentation on why translation,
in face of the recession, would continue thriving. I claimed
that government regulations such as Title VI and that export
market conditions pretty much guaranteed translation would
always be needed. And I was right.
On July 3, 2012, Bloomberg declared, “If any industries
can be considered recession-proof, the field of interpreting
Terena Bell recently sold her translation company, In Every Language.
She is a former ALC council member, former member of the White
House Business Roundtable and former GALA secretary.
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The translation
company is dead

and translation may be one.” Two days later, Inc. magazine
announced “a boom time for translation businesses” in an
article whose title described translation as a “bullet-proof
business.” I called it the summer of 2009 and three years later
the rest of the world knew it. The translation company was not
dead; long live the translation company.
So what happened? Why did I sell?
It’s a question I’ve been asked a lot, by everyone from competitors to our freelancers to random strangers in a bar (people
love to pry). I sold because I know in my heart of hearts that
the translation company is dying, that the industry as we know
it will never be the same again, and — nine years in to this
crazy business — that I didn’t want to still be in it nine years
from now. In fact, I feel the translation company is probably
dead already but, like an abscessed tooth, it may sit dead in
our mouths for years before we feel any pain.
It’s not possible to pinpoint the single moment when the
translation company died. There was no gunshot; she didn’t
fall on the ground from a heart attack, hands gripping at her
chest, forehead broken out with beads of sweat. Smartling
didn’t kill her and neither did Gengo. And she sure as hell
didn’t die from Google. She died because she is dead, because
all good things must come to an end, and because of the same
reason most things die — the climate around her changed to
the point that she could no longer remain breathing.
No one wants to spend $0.28 a word anymore and no
one has for a really long time. Quality is not king and hasn’t
been for even longer. No industry can fight tech for too long
and that’s exactly what we did. Less than 10% of translation
companies are members of our industry trade associations. And
our supply chain — oh, don’t even get me started on the supply
chain — our supply chain is seriously whacked up.
July/August 2015 MultiLingual
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This is not an industry of millionaires.
This is not a field where we’re waiting
to be disrupted; this is a $38.96 billion
industry where the largest company
does only $490.6 million. Others may
look at it from the outside — venture
capitalists dumping more and more
money into the old college try, thinking
they’ve found some secret that leaders actually working in translation have
missed their entire careers. But that
simply isn’t true.
No one can get a real market share in
this business because there isn’t structurally one to have. Our supply chain
is segregated into freelance individuals
covering all points of the world, who
may — or more likely may not — have
the business and the social skills it takes
to serve as our rock, bottom-up. From
the top, the type of clients and the
way they buy is even more sickeningly
diversified than we are, with purchaser
titles ranging from Marketing Representative to Technical Writer to Executive
Assistant to Factory Foreman. This, in a
world where all points due north point
at people busier than ever, where it’s
not unheard of to receive upward of
300 emails a day, where many company
founders are so busy they can’t even

go to the bathroom when they need to
anymore. At a time when all we need
to do is freaking make it as easy on one
another as we can, the translators in our
supply chain make it hard to buy from
them and we in turn make it hard for
clients to buy from us.
No, the translation company did
not die in a single moment, but in a
succession of smaller moments that
encapsulated a life spent in latter years
of poor health, the first being that we
simply spread ourselves too thin and,
being spread there, remained. “Over
time,” reports the National Institute of
Health (NIH), “continued strain on your
body from routine stress may lead to
serious health problems, such as heart
disease, high blood pressure, diabetes,
depression, anxiety disorder, and other
illnesses.” No, it does not take a single
moment to kill you, but rather stress on
multiple points of the body over time.
In addition to stress from the outside, we have attacked ourselves from
within. The translation company’s supply
chain, spread too thin and unregulated,
is rearing its head to bite. American
Translators’ Association (ATA) board
member Chris Durbin has long advocated for freelance translators to quit
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working with translation companies
altogether, to the point of militantism
against them. Through her blog and
other writings, she claims that rates
of up to half a euro per word are out
there, if freelancers will only abandon
the translation company model and follow her. The logic behind this 40 acres
and a mule mentality is shortsighted.
In a world where free translation is a
click away, I significantly doubt there’s
enough of what she calls “the premium
market” to go around. But she is an
ATA board member, a position elected
by her peers, so a significant share of
translators — or at least those who vote
— don’t think she’s mad. In fact, the idea
that translators should simply remove
the company middle man is gaining
traction inside our industry and, ignored
by most translation companies, has simply gotten bigger and bigger. This leaves
the body attacked from within by the
supply chain it should be in symbiotic
relationship with. “Cancer begins in your
cells,” the NIH explains, “which are the
building blocks of your body…Cells from
malignant tumors can invade nearby
tissues. They can also break away and
spread to other parts of the body.”
The translation company is dead; long
live the translation company.
Yes, long live the translation company, because despite chronic stress and
cancer, we are still alive. This is not a
what-doesn’t-kill-us-makes-us-stronger
scenario — more like only the strong
survive.
In Every Language was a profitable
company, in the black every year but one.
We were growing, with 2014 revenues
25% over those of 2013. We successfully pivoted twice — once from community interpreting agency to corporate
translation partner, then from the
hum-drum of standard documents to
the bright and glistening future of app
and website localization. We didn’t lose
our clients from the former iterations,
but held onto them, which was part of
the secret behind our growth. We were a
good company — heck, we were a great
company — and I’m damned proud of
what I built and what we did. But in a
Hunger Game of translation where even
editor@multilingual.com
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the runners-up wouldn’t make it, I knew
that we would die.
See, there’s an international consolidation trend reaching across all areas of
commerce. I kinda touched on it a little
in the death section, that part of what
makes our industry weak is that we’re
majorly behind in simplifying things
together. Play Pied Piper music all day,
but the freelancer dream of a premium
market is only that. A company that
spends $15 million a year on translation doesn’t want to manage 15 million
translators, or translation companies, to
do it. If there are three things that are
certain in this life, they’re death, taxes
and that every LocWorld conference
will have a client-side session on vendor
consolidation.
This isn’t just happening in translation, though. As I said, it’s a reality of
modern commerce period. Proctor &
Gamble (P&G) is in the middle of a fiveyear slash of $10 billion from its budget.
How are they accomplishing this?
Vendor consolidation. $1 billion of this
is to come from the marketing budget
(which, in part, includes translation)
with another $6 billion from packaging
materials and the remainder from supply areas as random as sugar cane.
And it’s not just in how business
buys, but in where we the consumer
will buy. In 2010, Office Depot bought
Office Max. As soon as the federal
government approves it, Staples will
buy Office Depot. Microsoft may likely
have started acquisition of Salesforce
before this article goes to press. FedEx
acquired TNT Express; Shell now owns
BG Group; American Airlines bought
US Airways.
Acquisitions are at their highest
point since 2007, with 16.5% of 2014
mergers in the pharmaceutical, medical
and biotech fields. These industries are
also the main ones continuing to pay
an above-average price for translation and make up much of professional
translation’s bread and butter as a
whole. The business world is coming
together into the big and the bigger
and while the premium market may
never see its rise, the moderately priced
translation market most companies sell
in will fall.
So I’m going to call it, just like I did
six years ago in 2009. Six years from
now, the midsized translation company
will be dead. And I don’t mean dead as

in long live the. I mean dead.
When Charles VI kicked it back in
1422, his death didn’t mean the end of
the monarchy. Charles VII was a very
different man from his father — in fact,
he and dear old dad got along so well
at one point he was disinherited — but
“the king is dead; long live the king”
was never about the man, it was about
the monarchy. Rule would continue.
Order would continue. How it looked
was just changing.
The world will always need translation.
Forget government regulations, market
climates — as long as there are two people
on this earth who speak, a third person
will be needed to translate between them.
The translation company of the future, the
one that is cancer-free, alive and kicking,
will be a child of this while shaped from
the surrounding climate that drove its
predecessor to the grave.
The effects of supply chain degradation, industry overdiversification,
market consolidation and technological
innovation mean that the translation
company of the future will either sell
over $10 million a year or it will sell
under $1 million, but there will be no
companies in between. Those that are
in between right now will either be
acquired to make another company
bigger, like In Every Language was, or
they will atrophy into highly-specialized
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boutiques. Those that are big will
remain generalists, while marketing
target areas by way of creating unique
selling propositions (think, “serving all with a focus on X, Y and Z”),
and those that remain or are made
small will be unable to generalize but
instead be forced to microfocus (think
life sciences or transcreation only,
maybe underwater basketweaving).
This microfocus will be not just a result
of the factors I’ve already discussed,
but one that’s born out of a highlyspecialized knowledge economy where
no one is just a doctor anymore or
even an ear-nose-and-throat guy, but
a pediatric otorhinolaryngologist.
Those who sell early, before the
bubble blows, will be able to sell for
a higher price. No true giants in our
industry means the big are in their early
stages of getting bigger, and are still
willing to pay to do so. Acquisition is
hot, hot, hot. But there will be a shift to
cold and when it happens, competitors
won’t have to buy you out to get you
out. If you haven’t grown larger than
the middle by the time this change
comes around, the largest companies
will just do their thing while you get
smaller or die.
So, everyone who keeps on asking:
That’s why I sold. Now you try explaining this to a stranger in a bar. M
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Localization Business School

The World Bank’s lessons
on translation technology

I

In the year 2000, the World Bank started an
ambitious project aimed at automating translation workflows. Now, 15 years later, the mission
is still not complete. Why has technology not
been a simple solution for such a common goal?

The World Bank initiative has been commendable from
the very first day. It was designed to give the poor access
to the World Bank’s analytical work in their local language.
Project teams at the World Bank considered localization
automation to be key. Since there is no revenue in empowering the poor and the cost of translation and translation
project management can consume a lot of financial and
human resources, the World Bank thought that localization
automation could help reduce the cost to publish multilingual documents and shorten the time to publish them.
Why is it taking almost two decades to get this formidable mission accomplished? The support and the resources
have been available. The World Bank’s annual report of 2003
specifically mentions the importance of its ”Translation
Framework” as a central piece of their updated disclosure
policy and proactive outreach programs. And the World
Bank’s Supplemental Note on its Translation Framework,
dated September 26, 2006, shows a long list of contributors
and supporters of its plans, including representation from
its Operations Policy and Country Services External Affairs,
General Services Department, Information Solutions Group,
Office of the Publisher and outside vendors. The paper
shows agreement on critical issues, such as translation and
production, budget planning and quality assurance.
20
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Since then, The World Bank did reach a few great
achievements in localization automation. It is also true
that the institution needed over ten years before its efforts
showed significant traction. I want to know why technology has not been able to help faster, and what we in the
localization industry can do better.
There is no one-size-fits-all answer. Localization automation is still quite a feat to accomplish, even in 2015. The
market simply does not offer solutions that seamlessly fit
into an enterprise content workflow without heavy lifting
from IT departments.
Take the World Bank’s current multilingual web content
management system as an example. It is one of the very
best that money can buy — hands down. But at the time
of writing it does not enable automatic exchange of media
files for localization and requires old fashioned, manual file
transmission instead.
Shortcomings like that are the norm and can be tricky.
They often lie in areas where one would least expect them.
They can, therefore, easily go unnoticed until implementation. The list of inadequacies in workflow integration with
translation includes the following examples (but is by no
means limited to them):
■■ Workflow solutions that do not allow for setting deadlines for tasks.
■■ Translation review tools that allow quality assurance of
translated documents either from vendors or internal subject
matter experts, but not both.
■■ Translation management tools that require HTML files
Andrew Lawless is the president and founder of Rockant, which focuses
on localization training and consulting. He is focused on inspiring and
priming localization professionals for success.
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to be uploaded to a content management server before they can be properly
reviewed.
So, if you are in the market for
translation-related technology, first
and foremost make sure that it plugs
into your existing processes. It’s often
a trade-off. The best solution for
translators and localization project
managers may not be practical to
implement.
Three of my team’s recent selection
processes illustrate that very well:
■■ A life science company picked
one localization project management
tool over another, because it required
fewer IT resources to implement.
■■ A nonprofit organization chose
a multilingual web content management because it was programmed in
Java, which the IT team could support
best.
■■ A software company selected an

open source translation management
system because the IT team disliked
commercial technologies.
Your IT team is crucial in decisionmaking. In all of our selection processes for localization automation,
it has always been IT that makes or
breaks a choice.
The World Bank knew that, of
course, when they started out in the
year 2000. They even formed a technology selection panel with diverse
stakeholders, including a procurement
officer, project manager, customers
and translators. But guidance from IT
was not enough for them to make the
best business decision. It turned out
that financial viability of technology
vendors had a huge impact on the
institution’s ability to implement its
plans.
The first product that they piloted
was Globalix, a most visionary transla-

tion management tool by Alpnet. But
the company failed and was acquired
by SDL in 2002. The World Bank then
bought a system called Ambassador
by GlobalSight, one of the hottest
localization technology companies
at the time. Two years later GlobalSight was sold to Transware, which
did not invest much time and effort
in advancing the system. This did
dramatically change when Welocalize acquired Transware in 2008. But
the World Bank was in no position to
wait and moved on to other solutions
instead. One of them included MultiTrans from MultiCorpora, which was
sold to RR Donnelly earlier this year.
The lesson from this story is that
technical specifications are not as
important to localization automation
as a developer’s compliance with good
financial practice and your existing IT
infrastructure. So, start there first. M
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Perspectives

What social networking
can do for translators

F

Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn. Love ‘em or hate
‘em, social networks are a huge part of business life these days, and participating online can
have many benefits for freelance translators, not
least the opportunity to find work through new
contacts. But there's more to these social media
monsters than just making money.

For freelancers, who often work alone, they are the office
water cooler of the twenty-first century, offering a great
chance to socialize, connect to colleagues and be part of
a community. By making friends online you can build your
reputation as an approachable and friendly professional, as
well as share knowledge and skills. Social networking provides
unparalleled opportunities to learn new things, from keeping abreast of the latest industry news to getting instant help
from a translator colleague on a difficult term. And, of course,
they provide a great marketing channel that reaches clients
directly, enabling you to form meaningful, personal and natural connections of mutual value based on shared interests.
Whether your interests are socializing, learning, sharing or
reaching new clients, social media can help you develop as a
translator and grow your business. Sadly these online worlds
can be confusing and overwhelming, particularly if you're
not a digital native. But with a bit of perseverance even the
biggest Luddite can venture out into the social media universe
and maybe even enjoy the experience. Here are three simple
yet effective tips for social networking success:

Start smart

Before you even think about signing up to a social networking site, stop and make a plan. You'll need to know your
audience and purpose before you begin, because different
strategies offer different advantages to freelancers. To begin
with, not all networking sites are created equal. Facebook
is particularly good for connecting directly with consumers, which is why it is popular with business to consumer
companies, and it's also a great place to socialize with other
22
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translators thanks to its fairly informal and personal feel. It’s
also the place to be if you plan to use a lot of photos in your
strategy, as these get plenty of interaction. Twitter is a great
place for up-to-the-minute news and making instant, direct
contact with colleagues and clients. Content here tends to be
less focused than on Facebook pages, so it’s ideal if you want
to share short thoughts about what you’ve been reading or
pondering. For business to business companies or old-school
professionals, LinkedIn is the least personal but most businesslike choice as it’s really only for work interactions. That said,
LinkedIn groups are a brilliant way to connect with colleagues
or learn new things as well.
Don’t forget to think about other sites that might be popular with clients in your language pair. If you translate from
Russian, think about signing up to VKontakte, which with
88 million domestic members is second in popularity only to
Yandex, the Russian search engine of choice. XING is wildly
popular in Germany, and if you translate Chinese you’ll need
to check out Sina Weibo and similar sites, as both Facebook
and Twitter are blacklisted in the People's Republic of China
(PRC). Do your research and make sure you’re not missing
potential clients by being on the wrong site.
Of course there's nothing to stop you from developing a
portfolio of online profiles, and it's certainly worth grabbing
your chosen username on any network you might plan to
exploit in future. But if you're just starting out, concentrate
your efforts on the network that best suits your needs, and
gradually build from in the PRC. It's better to have one wellmaintained and active social media presence than a host of
abandoned profiles all over the internet.

Plan to succeed

Once you've signed up, you'll also need to keep your audience and purpose in mind as you build your profile. Pick a
professional photograph or your company logo, carefully
Oleg Semerikov is an English to Russian and Ukrainian translator.
Eight years ago he founded Translators Family, a team of translators,
and has been managing it together with his wife.
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craft your “About” section or bio,
and then make sure that you've got a
strategy for adding contacts. Do you
want to only add people you know or
have worked with? Or are you happy
to befriend new potential clients or
colleagues? If you're looking for new
business then only adding your best
translator friends won't help you
much, while if you're hoping to learn
more about translation you need to
make sure that you are friending or
following industry leaders and not just
direct clients in other fields.
You'll need a clear plan when it
comes to content as well. The trick
with social media is to post or interact
regularly, even if you can only commit
a small amount of time. Even in a few
minutes you can write a status, post a
photo, read and respond to a post or
add new contacts, and if you can set
aside a little time every day you will
gradually and organically build your
community. Remember that quality is
more important than quantity, so it's
better to post quality content twice
a week than spam all your contacts
twice daily with links to every article
you've ever read.
Be clear in your mind what your
purpose is in posting. If you want to
drive traffic to your website, then provide a link with something tempting
or rewarding at the other end, such
as a blog post with a tantalizing title,

perhaps. If you're hoping to attract
new readers, try researching hashtags
and using them, or making thoughtful comments on other people’s posts.
And if you're hoping to keep your
current followers happy, offer something for free: a link, a helpful hint, or
something new you’ve learned. If you
can achieve a mix of posts in this way
you and your followers will all win.

Manners maketh the man

Just as in real life, manners count
for a lot online. Obviously it goes
without saying that you should always
be professional and polite online,
avoid inappropriate content and try
not to badmouth clients or colleagues
or engage in negativity, as it only
reflects badly on you. A personal or
humorous touch is always engaging
and adds warmth to your interactions,
but be clear where the boundaries
lie. A behind-the-scenes look at your
office is one thing, but beery stag
weekend snaps or bikini pictures are
quite another!
Be generous with what you have to
offer, and work hard to provide useful
and attractive content. This can be as
simple as linking to articles or other
resources you have accessed, and by
using a blogroll or RSS reader you
can aggregate content so it’s easy
for you to find great things to share.
While promoting your business is

often one of your main goals online,
endless self-promotion is extremely
tedious and not particularly effective. People are more likely to connect
with someone who shares interesting
information, helps others and is generally entertaining than someone who
only posts links to his or her website.
On this note, avoid automating posts
over all of your networks as it quickly
becomes spammy and will turn off
potential followers. Participating in
discussions and commenting constructively on other people's posts doesn't
just make you look like the thoughtful and friendly person you are, it
also provides genuine connections
based on mutual interests and shared
interaction, which is worth much more
than contacts gained from “follow me
and I’ll follow you back” strategies.
Rome wasn’t built in a day, and just
as with real life friendships it takes
time and plenty of trial and error
to build a successful social media
identity. While the internet is full of
white noise, it is still possible to build
genuine and meaningful relationships
with colleagues and clients online
with a bit of care and attention.
Breaking down the seemingly endless
task of social media into bite-sized
chunks and having a clear strategy
will hopefully help you achieve your
online goals… and maybe even enjoy
the process! M
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Multilingual enablement
in Spain and beyond

I

In April, while I was waiting for a plane to
travel back to Barcelona from the UK, I noticed
the "In the Future" campaign by HSBC bank.
Among the nine statements the campaign makes,
three have a deep impact in our industry: 1) In
the future, even the smallest business will be
multinational; 2) In the future, South-South
trade will be norm not novelty; and 3) In the
future, it will take many imports to make an
export. All of them are related to the new world
we are facing now, because as the campaign also
says, “In the future, there will be no markets left
waiting to emerge.”

Our industry is shaking. Smartling has received more than
$63 million in funding. Crowdsourcing translation start-ups
have also attracted the attention of venture capital: Gengo
has raised more than $24 million and One Hour Translation
around $10 million. Besides this, there are many other smaller
investments, such as in translation management systems
where XTRF received $2 million, and companies such as Straker
Translations that have been mainly bootstrapped but are now
growing at above-average rates. Even the more traditional
player Moravia was acquired by a private equity firm as they
grew to $100 million last year. Some of the companies in our
industry will fail along the way, but one of them could just as
easily become the largest in the Common Sense Advisory rank.
How are the market leaders reacting to these moves in
the marketplace? Lionbridge is both acquiring companies
(CLS Communication) and creating the spin-off onDemand,
which is already making more than $4 million. Transperfect
set records in 2014 by growing 17% over the previous year to
make $470 million in revenue, and SDL is self-named as The
24
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Leader in Global Customer Experience Solutions.
From all this, it looks like our industry is not in danger at all,
and growing much more than in previous years. However, many
smaller language service providers (LSPs) with no specialization may be putting their survival in danger. In this scenario,
my gut feeling is that you need to do one thing really well
to sustain your competitive advantage in the long term, as
Nova Language Services in Barcelona is doing with high-risk
medical translations. And if the translation world is becoming
more technological, the same strategy your company has been
applying for decades is no longer valid.
Whenever I publish similar thoughts, I get comments from
people who believe that there will always be a market for
high quality translations created with love and passion by top
professionals — and I completely agree. Even if this market has
the highest number of players and profit margins have been
decreasing for years in many verticals, it will continue to grow,
although not at the same rate as other less appealing opportunities. So the question is: are there other technology-based
business models related to language that might be attractive
for translation companies? Here are some ideas on emerging
fields that might not be overcrowded and some companies
that are leading that space.
Ecommerce is exploding. Any small shop can sell worldwide
thanks to platforms such as the well-known Amazon, eBay
or Alibaba, and more specialized sites such as Etsy or Fab.
One of the leaders in this field is the multinational company
WebInterpret. Although they are not a translation company,
they have grown to more than 200 people with an innovative business you can test for free. Innovation means creating
new solutions that others might not have thought of, and
Diego Bartolome is the CEO of tauyou <language technology>. He
holds a PhD in electrical engineering and an MS in management
and business administration. He currently serves on the GALA
Board.
editor@multilingual.com
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they are achieving a significant success thanks to a very powerful value
proposition.
The generation of meaningful content on the internet is a huge business. The company www.linktomedia.
net in Barcelona is creating the future
of problem solving in any language.
Starting in Spanish with www.uncomo.
com, the company has now expanded
into several countries including France,
the United States, the United Kingdom
and Brazil, thanks to translation. For
them, traditional business models in our
industry are not viable due to the high
costs and high risk, and their Barcelonabased solutions provider has become a
partner through a win-win model that
is focused in the future and not in the
short term. If you do not think out of
the box, the 99% of content that is
not translated today will always remain
monolingual.
In this modern age, websites must
enable easy-to-find search results for
their customers so they can discover
relevant information in just one click.
This is what Inbenta specializes in with
their products for customer support
and ecommerce. Using an artificially
intelligent search and utilizing advanced
natural language processing in their
technology, Inbenta understands the
meaning of the customer's search and
provides the most accurate results,
not only in Spanish, but in over 30
languages.
Internet users generate huge amounts
of data. Some of it might be useless
and has no impact, but even just a
small part of this data can be valuable
for companies, and, you guessed it,
it is written or recorded in multiple
languages. The process of gathering,
processing and reacting on it is not
straightforward even today. In this field,
the company Daedalus from Madrid is
selling its natural language processing
solutions (including sentiment analysis
and reputation management in a wide
variety of languages) through its brand
MeaningCloud. Data and content are
worthless if you cannot understand
their meaning.
In the future, all devices will be connected. Everyone will be connected. All
the time. Therefore, there are an incredible number of the Internet of Things
and Smart Cities companies addressing
several problems that the current early
www.multilingual.com

adopters are facing today and will be
ready for the majority really soon. One
of these is Worldsensing in Barcelona.
The language aspects in their business
model will play a key role, as we have
seen with the acquisition of wit.ai by
Facebook, or Amazon products such
as Echo. These can become interesting
opportunities for translation companies.
In this sense, many of the multilingual
communications in the future will be
speech-to-speech (STS). My company,
tauyou <language technology> started
working on STS back in 2006, but it was
too early to introduce reliable products
into the market. Today, Nuance leads
the high-end market, while Google and
Microsoft have powerful technologies
too. In Barcelona and with offices on the
West Coast, the company Verbio is growing fast and expanding in the United
States, providing custom speech solutions
in several underserved verticals where
Spanish is the most important, and also
providing innovative business models
for speech recognition and synthesis,
together with biometric solutions.
Between the speech recognition and
synthesis, focused machine translation
systems are to play a meaningful role.
In Spain, the core is a group of well
known research institutions including
the natural language processing group
lead by Lluís Padró at the Technical

University of Catalonia, who developed
the open-source suite FreeLing, and the
Transducens group from the University of
Alacante, whose main contribution is the
rule-based machine translation software
Apertium, which was funded by Google
Summer of Code several times. Maybe due
to the multilingual nature of Spain, there
are also a number of companies providing
machine translation solutions. No matter
if the products are rule-based or statistical, hybrid or any other type, linguistic
knowledge is key in the performance
of the engines, and also, in the further
development of any natural language
processing tool.
Finally, technology today enables
marketplaces to better connect suppliers
with demand. The majority of companies in the translation world might have
used ProZ or TranslatorsCafe, together
with other platforms such as oDesk or
freelancer.com. In Spanish-speaking
countries, the alternative is nubelo.com,
which has received almost $5 million
in investment. If you visit their website, you can find not only translation
services but also other types of freelance
professionals throughout the world.
There is a clear need in the Spanishspeaking world.
So in this wonderful world full of exciting new opportunities, the future is here.
Are you taking part? M
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The United States' access
to justice in Spanish

A

As a Canadian lawyer-linguist with a keen
interest in how language issues affect the court
process, observing the issues and developments
that have arisen in the United States over the
last year has provided brilliant examples, and
warnings, on how the court system should
handle foreign language speakers and their
need for translation and interpretation, particularly in Spanish.

It is no secret that in the United States there is great
need for legal services provided in Spanish. The US Census
Bureau reports that there are 54 million Hispanics in the
United States as per the 2013 Population Estimates, comprising 17% of the total population of the United States. In
addition, the US Census Bureau estimates that the Hispanic population will increase to 128.8 million in 2060, or
31% of the total United States population. Lawyers within
both private practice and the court system will continue
to require a significant supply of both Spanish translation
and interpretation services in order to properly serve the
Spanish-speaking community and to protect their constitutional rights.
Despite the fact that there appears to be a great demand
for legal services offered in Spanish, one cannot assume
that those services are readily available when needed. A
number of factors have an effect on access to justice for
Spanish speakers, some more positive than others.
First the good news. Judicial districts in both Philadelphia
and Washington State have expended time and energy to
make court documents available in Spanish, among other
languages. For the general public, family law, criminal law,
and municipal issues are what typically bring them to court.
As such, the Philadelphia First Judicial District provided
26
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Spanish translation of its most frequently used family law
and municipal law court documents. In Washington State,
numerous court documents are available in Spanish. These
initiatives represent a clear intent on the part of these individual court systems to accommodate Spanish speakers in
what can be a very stressful experience for anyone — completing court documents and appearing before a judge.
Furthermore, in a case that could be seen as a warning
to multilingual lawyers and at the same time confirmation
of the constitutional right to an interpreter, Texas Court of
Criminal Appeals Judge Elsa Alcalá wrote a scathing opinion
in Irving Magaña García v. State of Texas, clearly stating
that “...the trial judge and defence lawyer didn’t fully advise
Garcia of his constitutional right to an interpreter, impeding
his ability to confront the witnesses against him. Garcia, 25,
should be granted a new trial with a full-time interpreter.”
In this case, the lawyer, who also spoke Spanish, advised his
client that he should waive his constitutional right to an
interpreter, and the lawyer would instead summarize the
English-language testimony of 13 English-speaking witnesses. In short, Spanish-speaking lawyers, who clearly provide a vital service when assisting their clients privately, are
not a substitute for a qualified Spanish court interpreter;
rather, the lawyer and court interpreter should have been
seen as both holding critical roles in providing the accused
with the ability to adequately present his defence.
Now for the bad news. While Spanish translation and
interpretation services are to be used as tools to enable
access to justice, these same services, simply put, require
the financial support of the court system, i.e. the state
Suzanne E. Deliscar is a Canadian lawyer-linguist and principal of
Deliscar Professional Corporation, a trilingual law firm. She focuses
on legal and official document translation, as well as contract
abstraction and ediscovery in Spanish and French.
editor@multilingual.com

government. The New York Times reported last year that in
New Mexico, a state with a significant Hispanic population,
one in three residents spoke a language other than English
at home. It is therefore of great concern that the New
Mexican courts ran out of money to pay interpreters as it
has been claimed that interpretation services have become
so expensive. Other states such as Ohio, Kansas and Illinois
face the same challenge in convincing state governments to
allocate more funds for interpretation services.
We cannot forget the critical role of qualified Spanish
interpreters in family law or criminal court proceedings,
matters that can have serious consequences to individuals, families or entire communities. It is worth referring to

"... there are excellent examples of the US
court system making provision for Spanish
language services; however, continued
cooperation between Spanish translators
and court interpreters, lawyers and the
court system will be necessary in order
to avoid any gaps in protecting litigants’
rights."
the 2002 Supreme Court of California decision, Correa v.
Superior Court of Orange County (The People), a criminal
law proceeding in which police officers, who did not speak
Spanish, accepted statements made by an alleged victim and
a witness, both of whom only spoke Spanish, via interpretation provided by “apparently unbiased bystanders during the
officers’ investigation of the crimes.” The accused objected to
this, stating that those statements constituted hearsay and
were consequently inadmissible. The Court decision states
that “the persons who acted as translators during these
interviews also testified at the preliminary hearing regarding
their language skills and the circumstances of the translation.” Surprisingly, the Supreme Court of California held
that “in sum, we agree with the general view, expressed in
the majority of recent cases we have discussed above, that
if a contemporaneously translated statement fairly may be
attributed to the declarant under the particular circumstances of the case, applying the factors we have outlined,
the translation does not add a layer of hearsay.” It is important that the interpretation of these statements was conducted by bystanders, not accredited interpreters.
In conclusion, the handling of the need for access to
justice in Spanish in the United States, while constitutionally entrenched, poses many financial challenges for various
court districts. Clearly, there are excellent examples of the US
court system making provision for Spanish language services;
however, continued cooperation between Spanish translators
and court interpreters, lawyers and the court system will be
necessary in order to avoid any gaps in protecting litigants’
rights. M
www.multilingual.com
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Trends and tips for marketing
to a US Spanish audience
Matt Bramowicz

W

When asked what the most popular language
is besides English in the United States, most
people will answer right away: Spanish. After
all, in many urban (and even rural) places you
go, you will find Spanish-language versions of
menus, signs, instructions and ingredients right
below the English version. Likewise, who of us
in the US hasn’t called into any customer service number and heard the option, “For English,
Press One. Para Español, Marque Número Dos”?

For all intents and purposes, Spanish has become the
United States’ secondary “official” language (even though
the US technically doesn’t have a first “official” language),
and for good reason. According to the US Census Bureau
population projections, the Hispanic population has grown
ten times faster than the general population since 1970,
making up more than half of the US population growth
between 2000 and 2010 alone. According to Pew Research
Center, by 2050, the population projection is expected to be
around 112 million individuals, with the minority population tipping over into the majority status by 2044.
So what does that all mean for businesses and marketers?
Plenty. Currently, there are well over 200 million Spanishspeaking users online worldwide, with over 20 million of
them in the United States alone. By the end of 2015, their
purchasing power is expected to reach $1.5 trillion dollars.
It stands to reason that marketing to this group would be in
the best interest for any company, and that is indeed what
many businesses are now coming to terms with.
Even now, there is relatively little content online for native
Hispanic speakers, considering the sheer number of users. It

Matt Bramowicz is a content writer and graphic
designer for Translation Cloud LLC, a professional
translation company located in Jersey City, NJ
and blog writer for Lackuna.com language blog.
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is estimated that only approximately 4.6% of top websites
on the internet are in Spanish (Figure 1). While many Spanish speakers in the United States may also speak English, the
fact remains that most internet users would rather engage
and purchase from websites that are in their native language
over those in English. In fact, it has been found that the
majority of people will even pay more for a product with
information in their native language. In Common Sense
Advisory’s report, “Can’t Read, Won’t Buy – Why Language
Matters on Global Websites,” Don DePalma addresses the
significance of the findings to global businesses: "Many
firms still debate whether it makes business sense for them to
globalize their online marketing, online commerce sites, and
call centers. There is a longstanding assumption that enough
people on the web feel comfortable using English, especially
when buying high-tech or expensive products. Nonetheless,
research dating back to 1998 indicates a high propensity for
people to buy in their own language."
With this evidence in mind, it should be clear that Hispanics are eager for content that speaks to them in a relevant way
and marketers are now beginning to focus on that challenge
more than ever. Traditionally, the biggest target consumer
market has always been the 18 to 24-year-olds, which now
go by the more creative moniker Millennial. This Millennial
generation is even more sought after now since it is the largest

Figure 1: Content languages for top websites as of March 12, 2014.
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Figure 2: Characteristics of Hispanic residents in the United States. Source: Wall Street Journal, 2013.

generation by population size, and with
21% of US Millennials identifying as
Hispanic, this group should be a major
focus point of any informed marketer.
However, marketing to Hispanics is
not just about translating content or text
from English into Spanish. There is much
more involved if the marketing is going
to be successful. Marie Quintana, senior
vice president of multicultural sales at
PepsiCo, has noted that currently, it's no
longer about marketing to Hispanics or
non-Hispanics. It's about reaching shoppers, and many of them happen to be
Hispanic, which requires a certain sort
of tailoring. This “tailoring” of content
is exactly what makes all the difference.
For instance, every consumer group
has its own purchasing patterns, and Hispanics are certainly no exception. When
it comes to food, for example, traditional
Hispanic consumers tend to make larger
food purchases to feed larger households
and usually prefer fresh foods over prepackaged. Also, for traditional Hispanic
cuisine, certain foods are purchased with
more frequency by Hispanics than would
be by the general population. However,
with the coming of the Millennial generation, more and more Hispanics are
shifting from their more traditional
food purchasing proclivities in favor of
mainstream American lifestyle-based
www.multilingual.com

food choices. According to Nielsen, this
includes packaged meals, canned goods
and ready-to-eat prepared foods. While
this may be the case, the specifics still
vary greatly. The Hispanic Millenials may
have adopted the purchasing habits of the
general population when it comes to more
convenient food options, but the specific
types of foods and flavor preferences
remain strongly tied to their culture.
This is not just the case for food items
either. Clothing, television shows, video
games, household appliances — any consumer goods purchased can be inherently tied to one’s culture. As we know,
culture consists of not just race, but
also beliefs, behaviors, objects, trends,
societal beliefs, politics and many other
characteristics common to the members
of a particular group. It is through this
culture that people often define themselves and relate to the rest of society.
But culture is more often than not
a blurry line rather than a clear, distinct boundary. Not everyone in every
culture puts as much weight on certain
things as others do. Also, particularly
for Hispanics, there is not just one
Hispanic culture. Based on geography alone, there are South American
Hispanics, Mexican Hispanics, Puerto
Rican Hispanics, European Hispanics and many other subdivisions all

living in the United States, each with
their own culture (See Table 1). As
Delia Huffman, president and CEO of
Bull Market, an Indianapolis consulting firm states, “The cultural piece
of marketing is always what people
miss… to capture that market, you’re
not just translating. You need to put
some effort into learning the culture.”

Targeting the culture

How do marketers know how to target a particular culture, especially if they
don’t happen to be a part of it themselves? As a successful marketer, you
must be able to engage each individual
culture with emotionally-relevant content that embraces their belief systems,
especially in today’s social climate within
the United States. As Glenn Llopis states
in a 2013 Forbes article, “Capturing the
Hispanic Market Will Require More Than
a Total Market Strategy,” “Embracing
cultural sensitivity has become critically
important to the design of new business
models, leadership development and the
relationships that brands earn with their
consumers. It is not only ethical and the
right thing to do; it’s the ‘must-do’ to be
domestically and globally competitive.”
To do this, you need to put in the
time, energy and resources to do the
research necessary to learn about
July/August 2015 MultiLingual
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the characteristics of each individual
culture. Since the boundaries of any
particular culture are blurry, this can
be a tricky thing to do. In addition,
any marketing strategy you come up
with must be genuine. Most people,
and especially Hispanics who may
have assimilated from countries with a
high rate of corrupt and disingenuous
entities, can tell when they are being
“sold to.” However, consumers will
connect naturally with brands that
show a genuine connection to their
culture, and will embrace them with
long-term loyalty.
There are a few ways for marketers to
go about accomplishing this. Since there
are no definitive rulebooks for marketing to specific cultures and the concept
itself is very difficult to pin down, the
following tips are simply to provide a
frame of reference for getting started.
■■Establish which Hispanic culture
you want to focus on.
There are various types of Hispanic
cultures, each with their own set of
values and customs. Narrow your
marketing approach to one culture at
a time, or at least avoid grouping them
all together in a blanket approach.
■■Localize your content for that
particular market.
Once you have decided which
culture you are going to market to,
translate and localize your website’s
content for that particular group of
people. For as many different Hispanic
cultures, there are just as many variations of Spanish. Use colloquialisms,
relevant terms, idioms and any other
relevant linguistic devices in order for
your text to be natural for that particular culture.
■■Use localized search engine optimization (SEO).
Just as SEO is important for English-based content, the same is true for
localized Hispanic content as well. In
order for your potential audience to
find you through search engines, you
must be sure to find out which localized
keywords your audience would use to
find your site. This goes beyond simply
translating your English keywords into
Spanish. Depending on the particular
culture, your audience may or may not
use the same phrases (whether translated or not) as their natural search
terms. This is an area where a little bit
of market research can go a long way.
30
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■■Save time and money by localizing relevant content.
Translation and localization can cost
a decent amount of money if it’s done
properly. In order to save on expenses,
decide which pages and materials would
be necessary to localize, which would
be beneficial to localize, and which
might be suitable for machine translation or even left entirely in English. If
some of your pages receive very little
traffic already, or if the subject would
not attract a large enough Hispanic
audience, perhaps it wouldn’t be cost
effective to spend the required money
to localize that content professionally.
■■Utilize resources that research
emerging business trends.
As the scope of multicultural marketing expands, new marketing companies
have begun offering more customized
research approaches that target emerging
trends in the market based on specific
cultures. These businesses can research
requests for specific cultural items that
are hard to find in traditional mainstream
locales, research vendors that carry specific cultural items, as well as perform
market research studies on specific cultural aspects at the client’s request. While
these services may require a significant
investment of money, if your company is
willing, the results can certainly be well
worth the effort and money.
■■Learn what is relevant to your
target audience.
In order to reach your audience, you
must find out not only what is relevant
to them, but how to make your product
relatable. This is perhaps the hardest part,
as pop culture is constantly changing
and just when you think you’ve learned
a relatable catchphrase or pop reference,
it could no longer be in style. This is
where social media can play a huge role
in helping you stay up to date with current trends. The biggest asset of social
media is its immediacy, which allows
you to stay up to date in real time. Learn
about your audience by following the
same channels they do, and you will be
sure to keep your finger on the pulse, at
least if you’re marketing to Millennials.
While this is far from an exhaustive
list, for any business looking to begin
marketing to Hispanic cultures on a
more effective and personal level, by
following the above suggestions you
will be sure you are at least headed in
the right direction. M

Spanish translation
for the US
According to Pew Research Center,
38% of US adult Hispanics speak Spanish
and the other 62% are bilingual. A
2012 Nielsen study revealed that if US
Hispanics were a standalone country, their
market buying power would be one of the
top twenty economies in the world.
The US Census Bureau defines
Hispanic or Latino as “a person of
Cuban, Mexican, Puerto Rican, South
or Central American (except for Brazil),
or other Spanish culture or origin
regardless of race.” The Census Bureau
states that Hispanics or Latinos can
be of any race, any ancestry and any
ethnicity. A popular misconception is
that most Hispanics are from Mexico.
In fact, according to the 2014 census,
about one-third of Hispanics in the
United States hail from Central America
or other Spanish-speaking countries.
While most of the Hispanic
population is in Texas, California
and Florida, the Glenn Llopis Group
identified growth when it specifically
targeted 16 to 24-year-old consumers
with average to high levels of
acculturation, rather than the previous
target of the mass Hispanic market.
Dual-language materials will help
get your message to this powerful
demographic. By offering dual language
options, you're off to a great start.
But it is also a matter of preference:
let users choose which language they
prefer. By giving your audience a
choice of which language to consume,
you’re setting your company and your
less proficient English speakers up for
success.
US Hispanics are ahead of the
curve when it comes to digital. They
lead in adoption of new devices. They
are power users of mobile and video
consumption. The average Hispanic
spends more than eight hours watching
online video each month — over 90
minutes longer than the US average,
according to a 2014 Nielson report. And
increasingly, online means mobile.
A Nielson Report states that ten
million Hispanics watch mobile video
for an average of more than six hours
per month. Among smartphone owners,
Hispanics are 17% more likely than
non-Hispanics to access the web
through their phones than through a
computer. By offering materials
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optimized for delivery over mobile devices, you can help ensure your
content gets to where it needs to be. Market research points to US
Hispanics as a vastly underserved market, with the opportunities to
reach them through digital remaining largely untapped.
Google’s data shows that YouTube views of top US Hispanic
channels are up 1.25 times year over year. Whether those
are entertainment channels — or your company's training or
promotional materials — video is a prime example of meeting
your learners where they are: online.
Another common assumption is that Hispanics assimilate, losing
the need for Spanish language materials as time goes by. That's
not accurate. Instead, they tend to acculturate, meaning they do
not let go of customs or native language. A 2012 Nielson study, The
Hispanic Market Imperative, states that Hispanics are the largest
immigrant group to exhibit significant sustainability of their culture
and are not disappearing into the American melting pot.
Build training content that speaks to your diverse workforce
By 2018, Hispanics are expected to comprise 18% of the labor
force and those who do not have a command of English will still
need instruction in their native language. Hispanics are adopting
online and mobile technology at a rapid rate and luckily, these
are ideal tools not only for communicating your marketing
messages to consumers, but for training your diverse workforces
as well. Going digital enables you to roll out your materials in a
selection of languages for your target audience.
Training videos on demand (VODs) are targeted teaching tools
that engage the learner while providing key information in short,
consumable pieces. Research has shown that this approach
results in far greater learning retention. Our clients have had
success using VODs and quick learning modules (QLMs) as part
of workforce development, marketing and training rollouts,
especially when translation is involved. QLMs are easy to build
with localization in mind. This allows you to reduce the total cost
and turnaround time for the course to be translated into any and
all forms of Spanish that are appropriate for your audience.
That said, the most important part of training your less
proficient English speaking workforces is to provide usable
materials in their language. It doesn’t have to be digital. For
example, 65% of the employees in the Environmental Services
department at Oregon Health & Science University (OHSU)
identify their first language to be something other than English.
So the company developed a training initiative and translated
it into nine different languages to get its diverse Environmental
Services staff to follow protocol in a standardized way and feel
confident while interacting with patients from many different
cultures. As a result, they were able to provide better service
to patients across cultures and help OHSU to deliver health
equity to all patients regardless of their cultural or linguistic
background. This was reflected one month after the training
initiative when their November 2012 Hospital Consumer
Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems overall raw
scores improved from 67.0 to 71.2.
Provide targeted health care information
Research suggests that Spanish-speaking patients may have low
levels of health literacy. Because professional health care is not
necessarily something Hispanics were raised with, they may not
seek it out, making outreach to the community all the more crucial.
According to a Pew Hispanic Center Report, Hispanics receive
little if any information specifically targeting their health care
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needs and concerns. This sets the stage for a false perception within
parts of the community that they don’t need health care. The report
states that most Hispanics without a primary care provider say they
don’t have one because they don’t perceive themselves as someone
who has to worry about getting seriously ill.
This is what happens when any group is not being served with
appropriate content targeted for them. In order for the importance
of such health care initiatives as preventative medicine, regular
check-ups and timely treatment to resonate, the information from
health care providers must specifically connect with the individual.
The same Pew Hispanic Center Report found that at least eight
out of ten Hispanics get information about their health from
sources other than medical professionals, and more than half
of the time this communication is either in Spanish, or a mix of
Spanish and English. This is one example of a distribution model
that works. These are nonmedical sources such as television and
radio programs and advertisements, yet according to the report,
almost 80% of Hispanics will take further action when they hear
these messages.
That 80% response rate means they are listening, even if
it’s not the medical community doing the outreach. Forbes
reported in a June 18, 2013 article that Hispanics trust nonmedical resources “that are culturally relevant and that speak their
language,” according to Dr. Kimlin Tam Ashing-Giwa, professor
and director of City of Hope’s Center of Community Alliance for
Research and Education. They’re even more likely to trust the
resources “that create a two-way conversation and engage the
community to be part of the solution.” What the community
needs specifically is culturally tailored and language appropriate
health care programs and services, which can then be promoted
in the National Hispanic Family Health Helpline, a database of
health care providers available to the community.
For example, Regence, a nonprofit health plan serving
members in Oregon, Washington, Idaho and Utah, rolled out a
campaign with the brand tagline, “Together we can take charge.”
However, it didn’t resonate well with Latinos.
Family is center with most Latinos, encompassing an extended
family and community with a belief in the collective “we” and a
focus on cooperation instead of competition. The idea of "taking
charge" was perceived as counter to the theme of cooperation.
So, for their Latino outreach, Regence worked with their
marketing department to keep the branding, but modified it to
Juntos podemos or “Together we can.” This changed the meaning
from “take charge” to “we can do it,” which is a more suitable
message for the Latino community. As a result, Regence’s Net
Promoter Score, a customer loyalty metric, grew exponentially,
confirming that Regence was communicating the right message.
This is just one example of how translating materials into
Spanish may be essential for your company. Whether your
organization is in the health care, marketing or learning space,
smart translation decisions can make a huge impact to your
Hispanic audience and your company’s bottom line.
About the Authors
Linda Jackson is the lead instructional designer at VIA, Inc.
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The challenges of changing
your source language
Arancha Caballero

M

Many language service providers (LSPs) share
a common history: the company started as a
supplier of translations from English into their
native language — meaning they were one of the
different single language vendors (SLVs) serving
a multilanguage vendor (MLV) — then gradually
added more target languages to their portfolio
either to become a regional vendor provider or,
quite often, another MLV.

One of the current discussions in our industry is whether
LSPs will still exist in a decade. As translation is charged by the
word, freelancers and LSPs are direct competitors and margins
keep decreasing — or as Richard Brooks, my friend and CEO of
K International put it: “There are only 100 cents in a euro. No
more. Lowering costs has a finite limit... innovation doesn't.”
The strategy followed by our company is to add more
languages and fields of specialization — not target languages
but source ones, as we truly believe that the value we can
add as a language company within this highly fragmented
industry should be the ability to produce the appropriate translation into Spanish, using whatever technology is
requested by the client and assigning the right specialist,
delivering a translation with the correct grammar, terminology and style. Regardless of globalization, looking for real
specialists (not just linguists with a good knowledge of a
given field) for a certain language is easier when you are
in-country, as you will know who the authorities are for
specific verticals such as nuclear power or psychiatry. We
must also partner with associations of professional proofers,
who traditionally offered their services to publishing houses,
Arancha Caballero is the founder and managing
director of Nuadda, a provider of translation
and localization services into the official
languages of Spain. She has been working
in the translation industry for two decades
and is on Elia’s board of directors.
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in order to minimize the impact of the poor grammar and
language usage that we unfortunately see in new graduates.
Last year, following the abovementioned strategy, we
dramatically increased the volume of our translation jobs
from German into Spanish. Before that, for a long time, our
experience in terms of volume was mainly with English into
Spanish and in the software localization field. The opportunity for this increase arose from the fact that our partner,
JABA Translations, carried out a very brave move by no
longer offering Spanish as a target language. This allowed
them to focus only on their native language (Portuguese in
their case) for some of the reasons I mentioned previously:
the value of becoming a master in the target language that
you can really control and the ability to manage smaller
translation requests or checks faster without the hassle of
having to outsource. Thus, we were introduced to their clients as a trusted provider for Spanish. This unique scenario
with a sudden increase in the volume of jobs we handled,
especially from German, brought up some issues, not all of
them expected.
Since we also “inherited” their translators, we had to
check their work as you would usually do with any new
linguist who gets incorporated into your pool of translators. There is initial evaluation, testing and training on
processes and tools. Apart from the typical issues of getting
to know one another (both our new clients and our new
providers), we soon realized that there were further aspects
to be considered. LSPs face this every day when they enter
a new market or language, but the amount of new accounts
was significant and they were acquired in a short period
of time. We soon realized that we needed to pay attention
to aspects we had not considered during the intensive and
careful preparation for this transition. Being a new provider
when the previous one had a great reputation was a challenge for us but we decided to take the “there is always room
for improvement” approach to overcome this.

Issues we faced

First, we faced a lack of translators who could translate
from German. Every year, over 1400 students graduate from
one of the 24 Spanish universities offering translation and
editor@multilingual.com

interpreting. As English is the main
language taught in schools in Spain,
and the number of students of translation with English as a source language
is extremely high compared to other
languages, English is by far the one
with the most graduates. In other countries immigration can create a pool of
potential translators, but the ones we
received in Spain for the last decade
came chiefly from Latin America, so
we do not have a mass group of speakers with a different mother tongue.
As a result, there are fewer potential
speakers of other languages. The positive thing is that most of the translators whose first working language is
German have a better understanding
of the source than many so-called professional English-Spanish translators.
Since the 1990s, with new university
translation programs, any given student
had to have two main source languages,
but the reality is that the proficiency of
the majority of the students is not at the
same level. They are always better in
one of the languages, typically English.
For a long time, English was the most
demanded language as well.
By the same token, we faced a lack
of specialized translators, especially at
affordable rates. One effect of having
many translators of a given language
combination such as English into Spanish is that in order to have a long-term
income, they specialize in given areas
that might reliably offer more work,
such as IT, health care and automotive,
just to name a few. The less frequent
the language combination, the less specialized the translators become.
This especially affected technical
terms, but even for an experienced
translator of German, the terminology
is much less intuitive when translating.
Linguists needed to translate English
television into Spanish televisión as
opposed to the German Fernsehen.
Doing a proper translation became more
time-consuming as it now required
terminology research. Thus, either the
linguists did not have the luxury of
looking for the right term or they were
extremely expensive because they had
developed expertise in their field.
There were also fewer linguistic
resources. Since in translation and especially localization, English as source language is quite mature, there are plenty of
reference materials, websites and dictionwww.multilingual.com

aries available to translators and reviewers. This is also the case for machine
translation (MT), as any language other
than English as a source does not offer
the same output in terms of quality. As a
matter of fact, because many engines use
English as pivot language for MT, much
can get lost in translation.
We noticed German translators were
not used to asking questions, probably because there are fewer reviewers
with the German-Spanish language
combination either at the MLV or end
client's side. As a result, we pay a lot
of attention to our translator's queries
as they usually refer to either misunderstandings or errors in the source or
language issues on the terminology.
We believe this part of the work done
by any translation company is an asset
to their clients, as this helps improve
the quality of the source, a hot topic
these days. This is where our role as
LSP produces value: we act as a consultation body for language.
The country originating the request
has an impact. We learned that the
country source is an important piece of
information for our translators, especially when it is Switzerland, and this
was an added challenge. Maybe because
US English is found everywhere due
to the influence of American culture,
films and the internet, any experienced
linguist is aware of the differences
between US English and the more official UK English taught at schools and
universities. We were already familiar
with the most typical mistakes English
into Spanish translators make, like the
use of passive voice. You could say that
a good translation should be well written in Spanish regardless of the source
language, but the source language has
an influence in the way the translated
text reads. Obviously, you can add an
extra step, for example monolingual
proofing. Here are some reoccurring
issues when translating from English
and German for a Spanish speaker.

UNLEASH YOUR
POTENTIAL
with

The best all in one
solution
TRANSLATE
COLLABORATE
MANAGE
DELIVER

From English

■■Verbs: avoid passive voice
■■Titles: avoid the gerund and capi-

talization in titles — only the first letter
of the first word should be capitalized.
As a title, Sending a File is translated
as Envío de un archive in Spanish.
■■ Colons: special attention should be
paid to the use of lowercase/uppercase

sign up today for
a 30 day free trial at:
www.xtm-intl.com/trial
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after a colon. The general rule states that
a lowercase word should be used after
the symbol for colon.
■■Figures and numbers format: US
billions translates to 1000 millions in
Spanish, and the decimal and thousand
separators are different.
US format

Spanish format

1.23 cm

1,23 cm

1,111

1111

11,111

11 111

■■Measurements: Imperial system
versus Metric system.
■■ Time format: 4:15 pm versus 16:15.
■■Possessives: often avoided. Compare your computer with el ordenador.

From German

■■Capitalization: be careful with

the capitalization of nouns.
■■Date format: Something like
08.12.14, although accepted in Spanish, is less standard than 08/12/15.
■■Redundancy: Do not overuse
words such as und, da, aber, auch, in,
vor, da, über, allein, neben and immer.
Additionally, phrases such as Komm
heraus, Komm herein and Geh hinaus
can be translated as ¡Sal! since it might
not be natural in Spanish to translate
them in a different way.
■■Articles: not always as determinant as in Spanish; it depends on the
context.
■■Grammatical structure: very different in German and Spanish. At the
same time, literal translation sounds
MultiLingAd_NDKrak.pdf 1 08/05/2015 15:58:41
correct, although
archaic, in Spanish.

C

M

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K
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German tends to start sentences with
the direct object while in Spanish this
is not common.
Perhaps because the birth of localization back in the late 1980s gave the
languages involved a new revamp of
translation techniques and processes,
in a world where the internet was
not yet used commercially, translators flown to the newborn translation
agencies had to work hard to create
standards, guidelines and glossaries. If
there were none, the delivery checklist
would say “Glossary: follow Microsoft
standards.” We decided to recover this
practice because of the lack of glossaries and style guides for German
into Spanish. So we created our own
to improve overall quality and make
our translators' lives easier.

The positives

There are also good things about
adding another language as a source.
Translating directly from German, the
quality of the source is usually better
especially for technical texts, due to
the long tradition of technical writers in Germany. One of the problems
with the mass of nonnative speakers
of English writing in this language is
that their substandard English affects
all levels of the translation work, from
the output of MT engines to extra time
needed to understand the meaning
of the source when it originates in
non-English countries, such as Japan,
China or Germany. This is obviously a
preferred way — translating from the
original language — but sometimes
the lack of translators makes this
impossible.

Due to the nature of the German
content to be translated, mainly industrial manufacturing, taking the time to
find the right terminology will pay off,
as there is a constant flow of work in
the same type of component production. Another good thing is that nearly
any term in German is extremely
precise, as opposed to many English
words, which can get many different
translations in Spanish.
Working for an MLV is sometimes
not very rewarding for a translator,
especially for less frequently demanded
language combinations. It is not true
that they do not want to hear negative
feedback, they just get used to not hearing any comments after they deliver
their work. We are trying to improve this
situation by providing more feedback to
our translators; they appreciate having
a language contact with whom they can
discuss and learn from their mistakes.

Lessons learned

As we expand into other languages,
we compile terminology lists per vertical
around Spanish terms approved by specialists. We will use these terms as a pivot
and we will add any new source term.
We are also preparing guidelines
for our translators on the most important differences between the language
pairs. This is usually included in the
curriculum of translation studies, as
are classical studies such as the study
of Noam Chomsky’s theory of generative grammer, but these are not as
practical as a specific guide for translators on real examples of requested
jobs. Moreover, as the future of LSPs
must include further specialization of
the professional translators, more and
more often we need to add resources
with a degree other than translation,
who might not be that good at grammar, spelling or finding the appropriate tone for a translation. Each of the
good individuals you work with must
be excellent in what they do: translation (transferring the meaning of the
source text), proofers (polishing the
text to be well written) and subject
matter specialist (for inaccuracies and
terminology). The final output should
have the same quality standard in a
less demanded language. Adding a
monolingual specialist is a very good
solution but it is costly and not all clients are ready to pay for this. M
editor@multilingual.com
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Shaping Latin American
Spanish at Google
Orly González Kahn

S

ing Spanish-speaking Americas, a market

Spanish is extensively spocomposed of 20 countries, we need to set
ken in 21 countries, including
off with a respectful attitude toward the
different modalities that form part of the
the United States, and is an
language and incorporate this diversity
official language in 22. More
into the way we work. Not only will this
than 400 million people comincrease the quality of our products, but
it will reduce the risk of linguistic choices
municate using this language,
that in the best case could alienate the
even before taking into account
majority of our users and in the worst
Google
Doodle,
October
12,
2010.
the US Latino community, the
case could carry inappropriate connotasecond-largest Hispanic poputions and be offensive for them.
While many locales can be associated with the dominant
lation worldwide. Thus, the long-standing queslinguistic norm of one country, locales like Latin American
tion from the editorial, traditional media and
Spanish (es-419) or US Spanish (es-US) handle and balance
entertainment fields of how to wisely approach
several of these norms. es-419 takes its tag from the area
translation into Spanish in the face of syncode employed by the United Nations Statistics Division to
group the geographical region composed of Latin America
chronic linguistic variation, cultural diversity
and the Caribbean. It has evolved in the context of previand market differences, can only be answered
ous successful efforts to increase the acceptance of contents
in industry and product-specific contexts.
by Spanish-speaking Latin American audiences, such as

The principal and most interesting challenge of Spanish
localization for any international company is the tension
between the desire to reach a wide audience and the various
centers of the language that have normative validity — what
scholars call multipolarity. To create Spanish localization
operations that are able to meet our business needs and
provide the user experience we intend, we need to clearly
discern these focal points of the language. It is also necessary to fully understand how our users speak and the ties
between their language and their identity. If we are addressOrly González Kahn is a language specialist at
Google, ensuring Latin American Spanish appeals
to users across a large region. She holds an MA
in translation and a BA in modern language
and literatures. She has also published work on
the history of translation in the Hispanic world.
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dubbing in film and television. In this manner, es-419 is
affirmative of the richness of the language, as it is able to
focus on linguistic communities across the Americas, while
it strives to make the implicit and often elusive concept of a
“neutral” Spanish explicit and tangible.

Latin American Spanish at Google

Linguistic content interacts with user-centered design to
constitute an essential part of Google products and convey the
characteristics of the Google brand. Like engineering teams,
those of us who manage written content want to facilitate
the instant access of relevant information instead of standing
in the way. With a genuine conviction on the efficacy of
this goal, the localization team is set on helping our users
throughout the world do what they want to do in a quicker
and simpler way. We want localized content to contribute to
the seamless and enjoyable user experience that the rest of
the company pursues and we work hard to carefully balance
the characteristics of the Google brand with the linguistic and
editor@multilingual.com
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Figure 1: Promotion on Google.com.mx.

Figure 2: Promotion on Google.com.ar.

cultural norms in our markets to allow
our products to speak directly to users.
Making sure the es-419 versions are
aligned with this objective is a complex
and rewarding undertaking due to the
variation that exists in Spanish along
the lexical and syntactical axes.
Imagine you opened your refrigerator and poured a glass of juice. If you
were a Spanish speaker, depending on
your location, you would have opened a
refrigerador, a refrigeradora, a heladera,
a nevera or a frigorífico and you would
have poured either a jugo or a zumo.
As every writer or translator who has
strived to reach an international audience knows, we first need to understand
the distribution of each variation to
determine the best approach. As Google
Trends and the Corpus de Referencia del
Español Actual (CREA) can confirm,
speakers in Mexico and Chile use refrigerador. In Central American countries
such as Costa Rica, and in the Pacific
coast of northern South America, like
Peru, the feminine refrigeradora is more
common. In the Río de la Plata region
— Argentina, for example — speakers
use heladera, and in Colombia and Venezuela, which face the Caribbean Sea in
www.multilingual.com

northern South America, speakers use
nevera. In Spain, frigorífico is the most
used variation, followed by nevera. For
the drink, jugo is the principal form
across the Spanish-speaking Americas
while zumo is the principal form in
Spain. If we had imagined washing
the glass, we would have assessed the
variations of the noun sink (pila, pileta
and fregadero) and faucet (llave, grifo,
canilla, pila and pluma).
Localization professionals dedicated
to Spanish know well some instances
of geographical or diatopical lexical
variation, including equivalents of
words such as computer, laptop, tablet, mobile phone, mouse and speakers, but are also constantly mindful of
instances that can exceed the scope of
terminological databases. At Google,
we frequently remind translators who
work on es-419 content to use all the
references at their disposal to make
informed and creative choices that will
speak better to our regional user base.
We also ask them to consult us if they
are uncertain of the best option. The
most effective approach is informed
by the ability to see the language as
a whole, which not only helps us to

avoid unnecessary regionalisms, but
also guides us toward the centers that
disseminate the linguistic characteristics that are more widely accepted
across the region.
At Google, es-419 is shaped in close
collaboration with stakeholders from
our offices in Mexico, Colombia, Peru,
Argentina and Chile. We work with
marketing teams to make sure that the
linguistic guidelines that give form to
es-419 serve our large user base and our
day-to-day workload involves regular
communication across the region to
finalize the names of products, features
and key terminology. It is not uncommon for us to join forces with marketers or product experts based in at least
two offices before making an important
localization decision, all while remaining efficient and keeping up with the
speed of the company. The collaborative
disposition of Googlers has also allowed
us to build a network of country ambassadors who were born and have lived in
different Spanish-speaking Latin American countries, and this has allowed us to
go beyond es-419 and be more locally
relevant where it can have more impact.
As celebrations roll throughout
the year, several fun and very visible projects are localized. Last year,
we wanted to invite users to play in
Santa’s Village and follow his journey
in Maps. In mid-December, the following promotion ran on our homepage:
“Skydive with Santa, race with
reindeer, and parachute presents in
Santa’s Village.”
As each country has a separate
domain, we were able to launch more
relevant translations for our Mexico and
Argentina homepages (Figures 1 and 2):
Salta en paracaídas con Santa,
corre con los renos y lanza regalos de
Navidad.
Saltá en paracaídas con Papá Noel,
corré con los renos y lanzá regalos de
Navidad.
Both lines can be translated literally
as “Jump in parachute with Santa, run
with the reindeer and throw gifts of
Christmas.” Their differences stem from
the forms of the imperative verbs jump
(salta and saltá), run (corre and corré)
and throw (lanza and lanzá), which I
will explain below. They also vary in
the name they give to Santa. Next year,
Chileans might just hear from el Viejito
Pascuero, their name for Santa.
July/August 2015 MultiLingual
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Figure 3: Definition of clic from the Diccionario de la Real Academia Española.

The shape of American Spanish

The success of a localized product
largely depends on translating it using
the right register. Maps cannot speak
to our users just like AdWords and
Transparency Reports cannot sound
like the Android site. For es-419,
establishing the range of formality
we use for products did not take place
without consideration of the differences among linguistic communities
when it comes to modes of address.
The forms of second-person singular in informal register vary noticeably
across Spanish-speaking Latin America. A sentence like “You use Gmail”
can look very different depending
on the origin of the speaker. Here are
examples of the present indicative as
it is used throughout the region, with
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pronouns only shown as reference to
indicate verbal form:
(Tú) usas Gmail.
(Vos) usás Gmail.
(Vos) usáis Gmail.
All of these sentences would be
translated back literally as “You use
Gmail,” referring to one person. The
first corresponds to tuteo, the use of
the pronoun tú and historically singular verbal forms. Tuteo is practically
exclusive through Mexico, Venezuela,
the Antilles and Peru. The last two
correspond to voseo, the use of the
pronoun vos and historically plural
verbal forms. In practice, verbal voseo
is not always accompanied by the pronoun vos, but in some countries can
be accompanied by the pronoun tú.
Therefore, five different pronominal

and verbal combinations of the present indicative can be seen.
As with other written manifestations
of “neutral” Spanish inside and outside the localization industry, es-419 is
characterised by tuteo. This approach is
based on the different degrees of acceptability that voseo holds across the region.
While voseo is widely extended through
Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay,
its relationship with the prestigious
norm and the written language is more
nuanced in other countries where it is
present. In addition, as has been seen,
the linguistic panorama of the voseo is
hardly clear-cut. Its most common form
is the one that combines the pronoun
vos with verbal voseo, as is typical in
Argentina (vos usás). However, despite
Argentinian influence, in some areas of
Uruguay tú is still used along with verbal
voseo (tú usás). Typical of Chile is the use
of tú along with the verbal voseo form
ending in -is (tú usáis). To further outline
this complexity, from community to
community, the presence and the form
of voseo differs among present, past, and
future tenses and among indicative, subjunctive and imperative modes.
Formal treatment adds to the richness of the second-person singular.
Most Spanish speakers use the pronoun
usted along with a third-person form to
denote distance and respect, as if they
were speaking about a person different
from the one they are addressing (Usted

editor@multilingual.com
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usa Analytics). The roles of vos, tú, and
usted, however, sometimes vary across

communities and coexist in some of
them to express different needs. In
Colombia, for example, it is not uncommon to use usted to express familiarity.
Despite the distinction between
informal and formal modes of address in
second-person singular, Spanish speakers in Latin America do not differentiate
between them in plural form, like they
do in most of Spain, outside western
Andalusia and the Canary Islands. In
this manner, regardless of the level of
familiarity or distance one wishes to
convey, the sentence “You use Gmail",
directed to more than one person, would
be translated as Ustedes usan Gmail for
a Latin American audience. In Spain,
however, it could be translated as the
informal Vosotros usáis Gmail or the
formal Ustedes usan Gmail.

Committing to the user base

Google and many other companies
are interested in addressing the global
Hispanic community. For any multiwww.multilingual.com
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national business, the opportunity in
Spanish-speaking Americas is evident
and locales such as es-419 can allow
extensive support. The offering of
Latin American Spanish would be
impossible without the existence of a
collective identity that is able to transcend national political boundaries.
At Google, es-419 is committed to
its user base, even when this means
departing from the prescriptive authority of the Real Academia Española.
The wording of its proposed second
definition of the noun clic (click) in
Figure 3 can serve as a good example:
Pulsación que se hace en alguno de los
botones del ratón de un ordenador para
dar una instrucción tras haber señalado
un enlace o icono de la pantalla (liter-

ally “Tap that is made in one of the
buttons of the mouse of a computer to
give an instruction after pointing to a
link or icon of the screen”).
While the description might be accurate, the choice of words does not reflect
American Spanish. The variation ordenador (computer) is only used in Spain

Zagreb/Rijeka, Croatia • Belgrade, Serbia
info@ciklopea.com • www.ciklopea.com

(computadora is the most used variation
across Latin America and computador
is used in Chile and Colombia) and the
Academia itself has identified ratón
(mouse) as a form used in Spain. Further, if this entry had an es-419 version,
vínculo would have been a better choice
than enlace (link) and ícono would have
been used instead of icono (icon).
As we have seen, there are instances
of lexical and syntactical variation
between Iberian Spanish and American
Spanish, but there are also differences
within the latter. Amidst this diversity,
es-419 is shaped to match the regional
linguistic standard that has been defined
by mass media, now also digital, which
speakers from different countries will
recognize as “neutral.” To materialize
this linguistic consensus, we are guided
by a descriptive approach toward the
language that moves us to assimilate
and reflect usage at a regional scale.
The tag es-419 is carried out proudly,
as it can only exist as the sum of a real
agreement among speakers and a genuine regional collaborative effort. M
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Adopting regional strategies
for Spanish-speaking audiences
Benjamin B. Sargent

T

The Spanish language comes in many variants, deeply entrenched in their regional cultures. Too many variations exist for companies to
tackle them all. As a result, organizations often
resort to using one or a few Spanish versions
— which they characterize as universal or neutral — for their product literature and websites.
Yet that trend shows signs of breaking down as
digital experience becomes hyperlocal. Marketing and content managers seeking the next logical step along the path to greater engagement
with Spanish speakers should consider a mix of
regional and national Spanish variants.

Universal Spanish emerged in the 1990s when companies
such as Microsoft and Apple started to release software and
hardware products with a common user interface and documentation set for all Spanish-speaking markets. Other translation buyers tended to focus more on the country (such as
Spain or Argentina) or region (such as Latin America). “US
Spanish” attempted to blend the needs of Cubano Miami,
Puerto Rican New York and Mexican El Paso.
Language service providers (LSPs) make efforts to deliver
these made-up languages to generic audiences. They often
work with linguists who are more sensitive to Spanish variants issues and mix and match the language background of
linguists working on projects. So for example, they pick an
Argentinian translator and a Mexican editor. Yet the wild-

Benjamin B. Sargent has worked in the language
services industry since 1989. In his work at Common
Sense Advisory, his primary research focus areas
are website globalization, translation management
systems and content management technologies.
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card in translation is the client reviewer whose linguistic
background may not match the intended target audience.
Inevitably, the LSP must prioritize satisfying the client
reviewer over the end user in order to deliver on time and
avoid costly rework.
Fast-forward to 2015 and technology has progressed to
the point where idiomatic and local language is resurgent
in digital experience. Hyper-localization is possible because
the geolocation attributes from web browsers — and user
account metadata for mobile phones — allow content providers to tailor content to the location or preferences of an
individual user.
The proliferation of social media and mobile applications has also changed user expectations. In the past, people
mostly interacted with digital content at work and functional
applications at home, like spreadsheets or mass-produced
games. Now we spend considerable amounts of our free time
talking to family and friends on social media and interacting
with our local environments via our mobile devices. While
artificial constructs like Universal Spanish are easily tolerated in the workplace and functional applications, in our
personal life we want our accessories and interactions to
reflect our personal style and local characteristics. When we
are interacting via digital channels we may be talking to a
friend or ordering takeout — many of our digital experiences
are now hyperlocal.
Advertising plays a role in hyper-localization as well.
Local ad delivery on web and mobile networks means that
technology users see more and more advertising from local
businesses. Unlike brand advertisers chasing a mass audience, local shops address customers in their regional or even
communal dialects. The trend toward localization can be seen
in Spain with the growth of Basque, Catalan, Galician and
Valencian. In Central and South America, each country has
unique flavors of Spanish due to interactions with local indigenous languages. However, these indigenous languages do not
follow the borders of today’s countries. The Spanish spoken
in the western part of Venezuela and southern Colombia can
be considered Andean Spanish, sharing more commonalities
with Peruvian, Ecuadorian and Bolivian Spanish than with the
editor@multilingual.com
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Multi-level quantification of Spanish-language audiences and economies
Variant

Online audience

Online GDP (US$ billions)

Total audience

Total GDP (US$ billions)

261,504,238

4,371.03

472,603,452

6,518.12

30,831,161

916.17

41,255,167

1,219.83

202,952,745

1,958.24

399,089,984

3,556.66

27,720,332

1,496.62

32,258,301

1,741.63

African

124,035

2.45

778,061

15.40

Andean

27,245,101

165.15

54,176,944

323.96

Caribbean

70,648,026

1,225.45

125,379,709

1,753.62

Universal
Spanish

Neutrals
Castilian Spanish
Latin American Spanish
US Spanish

Regionals

Castilian

30,707,126

913.72

40,477,106

1,204.43

Central American

84,333,920

1,432.70

181,879,362

2,333.52

Rioplatense

48,446,030

631.56

69,912,269

887.20

32,268,280

413.90

41,803,125

536.20

108,048

0.54

339,758

1.70

Nationals
Argentina
Belize
Bolivia

3,779,493

11.88

9,762,898

30.69

Chile

11,686,746

173.66

17,772,871

264.10

Colombia

28,475,560

232.85

48,929,706

400.10

Costa Rica

4,028,302

41.20

4,937,755

50.50

Cuba

3,090,796

19.85

11,258,597

72.30

43,335

0.30

72,341

0.50

6,054,013

35.94

10,528,954

62.50

11,510,853

72.38

15,183,423

95.48

1,742,832

6.85

6,383,752

25.10

124,035

2.45

778,061

15.40

Guatemala

2,885,475

10.61

15,859,714

58.30

Honduras

1,602,558

3.76

8,260,749

19.40

59,200,000

619.69

123,799,215

1,295.90

906,539

1.73

6,169,269

11.80

Panama

1,899,892

21.63

3,926,017

44.70

Paraguay

2,473,724

11.19

6,917,579

31.30

11,954,755

80.89

29,230,623

197.79

Dominica
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea

Mexico
Nicaragua

Peru
Puerto Rico

2,675,843

67.92

3,683,601

93.50

Spain

30,707,126

913.72

40,477,106

1,204.43

United States (East)

13,860,166

748.31

16,129,150

870.82

United States (West)

13,860,166

748.31

16,129,150

870.82

Uruguay
Venezuela

2,017,280

32.81

3,418,694

55.60

14,548,421

98.65

30,851,343

209.20

Figure 1: Audience sizes for Universal, Neutral, Regional and National Spanish language variants. Source: Common Sense Advisory, Inc.
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Caribbean-oriented Spanish of northern
Colombia and coastal Venezuela.
Most companies still think in
terms of countries, rather than online
language populations, both for distribution or logistics and for campaign
management. Also, the data available
to market planners — such as population figures, web and mobile internet
penetration, and gross domestic product (GDP) — always pertains to countries, rather than natural linguistic
groups. Thus, going below the country
level to calculate the value of dialects
gets very tricky. The data provided
here quantifies dialects at the country
level, to match the campaign management needs of global marketers.

Budgeting for spend

Spanish now ranks third for both
online audience and online GDP, behind
only English and Simplified Chinese
— Spanish now surpasses French,
German and Japanese in total opportunity. However, multiple variants are
required to unlock the full potential
of this widely dispersed population.
In Common Sense Advisory (CSA’s)
2015 update of online audience and
online GDP figures for 100 languages,
we peg the world audience for Spanish
at 261,504,238 internet users, combining data from 24 countries including
the United States. We also calculate
the Spanish share of online GDP in
all these countries, which amounts to
almost $4.4 trillion. The numbers in
Figure 1 for online GDP represent the
share of the GDP associated with the
number of Spanish speakers online.
CSA Research calculates this number
based on the per capita GPD of the
countries where those individuals
live. Since offline spending is directly
influenced by online participation,
online GDP measures how much of
the world’s economic activity is being
influenced by digital experience — not
just ecommerce, but all commerce.
The numbers in Figure 1 are meant
to provide a guideline for decisionmaking, based on the best numbers
available. CSA Research believes this
data is both more accurate and more
useful than any other data available.
By combining audience and GDP figures across multiple countries, users
gain critical insight into the relative
value of providing products, services
42

and customer experiences in each language or dialect. Here are the Spanishlanguage variants found in the table:
■■Universal Spanish. For companies that can only afford a single
Spanish, this figure includes all Spanish speakers in 24 countries. There is
no such language, so each company
must decide what its version of Universal Spanish will be.
■■Neutral variants. Many companies now use two or more Spanish
variants, and this is the place to start
when your company is ready. Neutral
Spanish variants avoid the colloquialisms of national-level idioms, but exert
a greater degree of focus than attempts
at a universal language. For example,
Castellano or Castilian Spanish for
Spain and Africa, and Latin American
Spanish for the Americas. US Spanish, another chimeric language, also
qualifies as a neutral variant, in that
it seeks to minimize idiomatic expressions — except for those that would be
recognizable from US popular culture.
■■ Regional variants. A number of
well-known global brands are now moving to a regional focus in their Spanish
language strategy. Few companies can
afford to manage localization for 24
variations of Spanish, yet no Spanish speaker uses a universal or neutral
dialect in real life. Adopting a regional
language strategy will help brands to
better connect with their customers. So
far, there is no consensus in the industry
about how to combine multiple markets
into a manageable set of regional variants. What we’ve done in the table is
to create six variants based on physical
and linguistic proximity.
■■National variants. Using national
numbers and assumptions about
regional dialects, expert readers can
create their own population and economic data mashups. Consider the
regional clusters shown in Figure 1
as examples of how to assemble a
medium-focus Spanish variant, rather
than as a definitive cut. For instance,
we’ve included Chilean Spanish with
the Rioplatense group, which is not
perfect. But it doesn’t quite fit with the
Andean group either. Can you afford
to go to the national language level for
Chilean Spanish? For mobile content
only, or for all content? Every company must decide. Use the national
numbers to build your own model. M
editor@multilingual.com
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Spain and the future
of Spanish translation
Ben Whittacker-Cook

S

Spain is so linguistically diverse and culturally disparate that the different dialects appear
to rub together on parallel lines rather than
blending as one. Spain’s unique regional flavors might make for an interesting cultural
odyssey, but for the translation and localization industry, it’s a headache, as each territory
continues to develop its own lexicon of both
formal language and colloquialisms.

Two industries where everyone has to be speaking or
writing the same language are the medical and legal professions. As a general rule, Spanish speakers can understand and converse with other Spanish speakers, be they
from Argentina, Cuba or Mexico. Problems occur with the
written word, however. For example, it is commonplace
for translation companies to come across medical reports
written by a Catalan secretary, based on a doctor’s notes
written in European Spanish.
This immediately creates a translation challenge. Translators are often advised by their employers to deploy a “delicate
touch” when translating documents containing both Spanish
and Catalan phraseology. Managing limits on interpretation
is a skill developed by translators over time, but critics argue
that it’s a philosophy that doesn’t always work with technical
documentations such as medical records and legal notices.
Latin American and European Spanish project work
will feature in the majority of translation companies’ top
five most commonly translated languages (both source
and target). However, as the Spanish language develops
along its own lines, the challenges for the industry become
more complex.
To help understand this, consider the attempts to unify
the Spanish language — attempts that have resulted in
www.multilingual.com

problems in its homeland. Spain’s parliamentary upper
chamber famously caused controversy in 2011 by allowing
senators to debate in five of the country's regional languages at the same time. These regional languages included
Catalan, Euskaran (Basque), Galician and Valencian.
Interpreters were employed to translate into Castilian
Spanish — the universal language understood by all. The
media called it a pointless exercise in political correctness
and accused politicians of wasting public money during
one of Spain’s most austere economic periods. The bill for
the 25 interpreters who were needed to turn the languages
into Castilian Spanish was €12,000 for each day of debating, according to Spanish media.
Meanwhile, attempts to preserve Spain’s different
regional languages have met with similar outcry. Many of
Catalonia's recent laws require the use of Catalan text by
doctors, teachers and public sector workers. A 2014 report
by the London School of Economics and Political Science
explained that “Catalonia’s independence project has given
rise to the most serious constitutional crisis Spain has seen
in recent times.” This follows a ruling by the High Court
of Justice in Catalonia suggesting schools need only teach
25% of classes in Spanish.
In the Basque legal framework, it follows that both
plaintiff and witnesses will use the language with which
they are most familiar, while clerks will write up minutes
and update laws in Castillian, as per the legal requirements of the country. In an attempt to provide unity, the

Ben Whittacker-Cook is a creative and
communications writer for Straker Translations, a
cloud-enabled translation services provider with
production centers in Auckland and Barcelona.
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Astur-Leonese
dialects

Galician
dialects

Basque
dialects

Aragonese
dialects
Occitan
dialect

Cantabrian Basque
Riojano Navarran

Leonese

Northern
Castillian

Catalan
dialects
Portuguese
dialects

Menorquin

Valencian
Mallorquin
Ibizan

Extremaduran

Murcian
Andalusian

Spanish dialects

Canarian

Southern

Northern

The languages and dialects of Spain.

Basque Government launched an
automatic translator from Spanish
to Basque in 2012. Five years in the
making and with development costs
of almost half a million euros, the
tool was announced on the back of a
1.6 million euro investment into the
development of the Public Bank of
Translation Memory.
There is no data on its success,
but the example shows that regional
and national government cannot win.
Preserving regional dialects or seeking to make them more unified will
upset someone along the way.
If the future of the language is
going to be dependant on the internet and social media use, as many
experts predict, then a magical union
between Spain’s many regional dialects is unlikely. Anyone can write a
44
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blog post, and anyone can tweet or
text, and thus language will become
ever more localized. At the same time
it will scatter, become more fluid and
evolve.
If today’s schoolchildren are the
translators of tomorrow, then Spain’s
translation industry could be at a
crossroads. As the language becomes
more regional and spreads its wings
around the world, so there is a strong
possibility it will become even more
muddled and confused.
The Spanish translation industry
is centered in the major cities of
Barcelona and Madrid — the very
two cities that are at the forefront of
championing the regional differences
of Spain. The language translation
and interpretation studies sector is
increasing rapidly, and thousands of

Spanish students are earning degrees
in translation and interpretation.
However, lack of regulation in the
country means that the quality of
these courses cannot be determined.
Can translation companies do more
to ensure an accurate translation of
what can potentially be a life-changing document? There are an estimated
27,000 language service providers
(LSPs) operating around the world, in
an industry valued at around $36 billion, naturally offering varying levels
of professionalism and accuracy. From
simple medical receipts for insurance
purposes to complex pharmaceutical
research reports, and last wills and
testaments to witness statements, the
translation industry deals with a vast
amount of varying legal and medical
materials. Therefore the focus must be
editor@multilingual.com
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on the translation industry to work
even harder to uphold the highest
levels of quality. TAUS is calling this
the “Convergence Era,” where “translation is becoming a utility embedded
on every screen, in every device, in
every application. The translation
industry plays a crucial and strategic role in the ever more globalizing
world of business and governance.”
The emphasis also falls on the
EN:15038:2006 — the highest global
quality standard — for translation
services and the first pan-European
standard that addresses the quality of the translation process specifically and establishes translation
service requirements. EN:15038 was
approved by the European Committee
for Standardization in April 2006 and
was officially published in May 2006.
Spain was one of the early members.
EN:15038:2006 is significant on
a number of levels. As more translation agencies strive to achieve certification, the standard will gain even
wider recognition, not only will this
put pressure on translation agencies
to continually strive for excellence
and industry best practice, it will also
encourage language schools, colleges
and universities to ensure that their
home grown translation and interpretation courses meet the required
international standards.
The standard also puts a need on
the translation company to continue
to put in place processes at each level
of the translation process in terms of
translation checking and reviewing.
There is no way of gauging the
quality of in-house or online translations tools, such as the Basque Government initiative in 2012, which may
not meet the stringent levels of quality afforded by translation companies
accredited with EN:15038:2006.
It has been argued that it is the job
of translation providers to educate
businesses on the worth (or perceived
lack) of online translation tools or
smartphone applications. The worry
is that legal and medical professionals
will assume a reliance on these tools,
and see them as a cheaper and easier
replacement for the traditional and
more expert offerings of professional
translation companies.
The real and true problem for Spain’s
language lies in its popularity. Recent
www.multilingual.com

figures suggest that in the United
States, the Hispanic business world’s
market size, growing influence and
buying power is projected to increase to
an estimated $1.5 trillion by the end of
this year. It is possible that in 30 years,
the Spanish translation industry, its
services, technological applications and
customer base will be concentrated in
Latin America rather than Spain itself.
The growth of language is good
news for the translation industry, but
for a divergent and exploding language, perhaps all translation companies can do is maintain the status
quo — paying attention to the correct
and consistent use of terminology
and grammar, while at the same time
considering local conventions and
regional nuances of language. While
many see a final proofreading option
as an unnecessary luxury in the signoff process between LSPs and clients,
it could be viewed as an important
safety net before any project goes live.

Translation memory can also act
as a preserver of language and can
be regarded as a marketable asset
for translation companies forming a
core part of a translation company’s
intellectual property. It is an industry
standard that translators’ work rates
and quality improves with content
familiarity, memory reuse, terminology in context search and automated
spell checking.
Legal and medical services are finding it easier to reach wider markets and
access potential customers. So too is
wider business. The Spanish language
is enjoying similar global reach.
As Spain seeks to find the answer to
the perpetual question of how to live
as one nation, while at the same time
promoting and extolling its regional
differences, its language continues to
follow on a path of its own, throwing
up daily challenges and complexities
for the translation industry, with no
end in sight. M
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Managing Spanish
language variations
Elizabeth Dellaha

W

With over 400 million native speakers across
more than 20 countries, Spanish is the second
most spoken language in the world. There are
numerous variations across regions including
differences between European Spanish (also
called Peninsular or “Castilian” Spanish) and
Latin American Spanish (Mexican Spanish for
the purpose of this article).

While there is very little grammatical distinction between
the different varieties, Spanish has many dialects, defined
as “a regional variety of language distinguished by features
of vocabulary, grammar, and pronunciation from other
regional varieties and constituting together with them a
single language,” according to Merriam Webster’s.
While a linguist is used to dealing with regional language
variation, it's a serious challenge for any global company.
This is especially true for web-based companies that need to
cater to the global customer; providing a tailored experience
for all users no matter what dialect is spoken, is essential to
maintaining brand loyalty. Often, this means incorporating
a tool to help customers or clients access products.
For global companies that deal with multiple languages
and variations, one of the key entry points to the customer
journey is through a website’s search engine. From product
Elizabeth Dellaha is a computational linguist
at Inbenta, a company that specializes in
natural language processing and semantic
search. She holds multiple degrees including
an MA in TESOL (Teaching English as a Second
Language) and an MA in linguistics.
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inquiries to customer support questions, search engines
facilitate most client/company interaction:
■■In ecommerce websites, 71% said they used search
engines to find their products
■■In customer service, 90% of consumers who have made
an online purchase said they used site search to access selfservice content.
But with over ten dialects in Mexico alone, and four in
Spain, how does a search engine deal with different dialects?

Keywords vs. natural language search engines

The problem is that most commonly used search engines
are keyword based, and all text queries and their retrieval
will operate under keyword rules of stemming. Increasing
complications further, many text indexing systems generally pick up and process every word in a string for a search,
except for commonly occurring stop words.
Keyword searches also have a tough time distinguishing
between homographs, or words that are spelled the same way
but mean something different (such as lead as in to direct
someone or something vs. lead the element). This often ends
in frustration because this type of search engine is unable
to discern true “meaning” and often delivers zero results, or
produces results that are completely irrelevant to a user’s
query.
Semantic search engines using natural language processing (NLP) solve the keyword dilemma. Unlike keyword
search systems, NLP search systems focus on meaning, or
the way we communicate on a daily basis. NLP is concept
based, which means it returns search hits on documents that
are about the subject or theme you're exploring based on
semantic relations. In other words, if you are trying to find
an article that has to do with a discount for a company’s
seasonal sale and are using the keyword “coupon” in your
search, a semantic search engine will not only provide
results having “coupon” in the title and possibly contents,
editor@multilingual.com
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Variations in spelling: Although a common spelling error, the use of b for v and vice versa are often found in Mexico and in Latin American Spanish.
The search engine is able to recognize common general spelling errors and spelling differences in dialects, and correct them to produce a match.
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but also provide results that may
include “discount,” “promotion” and
“offer,” for example.
Results closer to the user’s actual
search are produced even if the words in
the document aren’t a direct match to the
words you have entered into your query.
Although NLP is the closest a search
engine can get to “reading the minds”
of internet users, there is room for
improvement via meaning-text theory.

Application to dialect differences

Although computer and human languages are obviously different on the
surface, they share similar properties and
structures while conveying some types
of meaning. Unfortunately, meaning is
not static and can vary depending on the
recipient. For this reason the linguistic
framework known as meaning-text
theory (coined by Aleksandr Žolkovskij
and Igor Mel’čuk in 1967) is an ideal
complement to the semantic search
engine. When applied to the semantic
search engine, this linguistic theory
deeply rooted in semantics, provides a
method for organizing human languages
and their subsequent construction.
The semantic search engine with
meaning-text theory is therefore elevated to another level and is capable
of finding incredibly accurate results
no matter how users word their queries
because “meaning” is most important.
At the base of many semantic
search engines is a frame of reference
such as a dictionary. The meaning-text
theory framework allows for the addition of lexical functions to address
the nuances found across dialects via
modules; words and phrases converted
into “units” of semantic meaning
interpret the intended meaning of any
query. These different modules allow
for a type of “layering” of concepts on
multiple levels that is not just linear,
but multidirectional as well.
In the case of a dictionary that has
Peninsular Spanish as its base, words
and phrases that are particular to
Mexican Spanish are added as various
lexical functions in different modules.
Relations between concepts such as
ambiguous vocabulary, synonyms,
spelling differences, idiomatic expression, and negations, for example, must
be made in order to produce a good
result that resembles the way people
speak from region to region.
48
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Variations across variations in Latin American Spanish are also recognized because of the
semantic relations built into the system. Cambiar conaia de celular company would be an
acceptable way to express "changing your cellular company" in Mexico, but Chiliean
Spanish uses the word potarse. In this example, you can see that a match was made
to the user's search query in spite of the differences in vocabulary and spelling error.

A meaning-text theory semantic
search engine would work in the following fashion: For example, the word
for car in much of Mexico is carro while
coche is used in Spain; the verb drive in
Mexico is manejar while in Spain conducir is used. Lexical functions of the
meaning-text theory framework will
allow for the search engine to understand that manejar el carro and conducir el coche are the same, and are also
the same as operate a vehicle or drive a
car because relations have been made
on multiple semantic levels. Therefore,
someone looking for manejar el carro
will receive a correct answer based on
the dialect used, even if the answer in
the database is conducir el coche.
In addition, the framework creates
relations between concepts in one area
such as synonyms, and can create rela-

tions based on other words from different
parts of speech that are typically associated with carro and coche such as manejar and conducir. Most important, the
semantic search engine with meaningtext theory recognizes the degree or distance of that relation and other concepts
and helps the system to derive meaning.
There are multiple ways to create
meaning and get to the core of the
statement. In addition, one must always
consider the needs of the user first and
should find ways to “personalize” the
customer journey. When applied to
the customer experience, semantic
search engines with meaning-text
theory have the promise to accurately
understand questions made by users in
their “natural” language, no matter the
context, so that customers always get
the best results to their queries. M
editor@multilingual.com

Marc Achtelig

E

Everyone has come across examples of confusing instructions and unhelpful help files. Often,
however, it’s actually not the original instructions that are poor, but the translation into the
user’s language. Even if the grammar and the
spelling are absolutely correct, an improper form
of translation can make the instructions ambiguous, hard to read, or even wrong and useless.

If you are a translator or somebody who charges a translator with a translation job, learning how technical writers have
designed their documents for clearness and simplicity will
help you preserve the original document’s quality. The main
difference compared to translating other sorts of texts is that
in technical documentation, clearness and simplicity take
precedence. Things that are sometimes considered to be poor
style when translating a novel or marketing materials, are
often intended in technical documentation. For example, in
technical documentation using the same words all over again
is not a sin, but a virtue. Diversified, complex language that
makes a novel or sales brochure entertaining and interesting
can be exactly what makes a user manual incomprehensible.
Translators often are the first readers of new manuals. If
translators find an error, they should take the time to inform
the document’s author. Likewise, translators should not
hesitate to ask the author for clarification when they don’t
understand the text that they are translating. First, it also
provides some valuable feedback to the author to see where
readers begin to struggle; second, it is essential for a precise
translation. Asking is not a sign of weakness but shows that
a translator cares about quality. Never, ever should a translator attempt to conceal a lack of understanding by writing
something that’s so vague that, strictly speaking, it’s not
wrong. If it isn’t clear, it is wrong.
However, everyone involved should also be aware of the
fact that asking questions and eliminating doubts takes a
translator some additional time and thus costs some addiwww.multilingual.com

Translation

Translating technical docs
without losing quality

tional money. The contract and the compensation agreed on
with the translator should reflect this.
Good user assistance is:
■■correct and unambiguous
■■written in a way that makes it easy to mentally process
the given information
■■written in a way that makes it easy to act upon the
given instructions
■■written in a way that makes it easy to remember the
given information

Rule 1: Keep it simple and stupid

You are not translating an essay. You don’t have to
impress your readers. Provide information that everybody
can understand, even readers who:
■■don’t speak the document’s language as their first
language
■■aren’t sitting in a silent office but who, for example, are
standing in a noisy production hall
■■don’t have much time
■■are frustrated because they didn’t succeed without
reading the manual
So keep your translation simple and stupid (KISS
principle):
■■Write short sentences
■■Avoid subordinate and nested sentences
■■Use simple grammar
■■Use simple words
Plain language is not evidence of poor education. Plain
language is the foundation of clear user assistance. Don’t
Marc Achtelig has been a technical writer in Germany
since 1995. Eleven years ago, he founded his own
consulting business. He has published several books,
among them Translating Technical Documentation
Without Losing Quality — What you shouldn’t spoil
when translating user manuals and online help.
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Translation
try to impress your readers or your
employer or client with your sophisticated language skills.
No: The PIN, which must not be
noted on the credit card, consists of
four digits.
Yes: The PIN consists of four digits.
Don’t note the PIN on the credit card.
No: Many popular programs — for
example, office suites, image editors,
web browsers and email clients — still
come with poor documentation.
Yes: Many popular programs still
come with poor documentation. These
include office suites, image editors,
web browsers and email clients.

Rule 2: Keep the order

Technical writers put the most important information into the most prominent position in front of a sentence or
heading. When readers skim a text, what
comes at the beginning is easier for them
to find than what comes somewhere
else. Readers assume that what comes
right at the beginning is more important
than what comes somewhere else. Readers remember better what comes at the
beginning than what comes somewhere
else. So don’t change the given order
within a sentence or heading.

Rule 3: Be specific

When reading instructions, users
are looking for clear answers. Don’t be
vague. Don’t be ambiguous. If readers notice that a phrase is unclear or
ambiguous, this results in uncertainty.
If readers do not notice that a phrase
is unclear or ambiguous (which often
happens), this may result in misunderstanding and failure.
The key rule on how to be specific
is to avoid all sorts of vague terms. If
you are unsure yourself about what
the author meant, don’t hesitate to ask.
No: If you’ve filled in all fields
correctly, the results window should
appear.
Yes: If you’ve filled in all fields correctly, the results window appears.
No: The action should be finished
quickly.
Yes: You need to finish the action
within one minute.
No: between 7 and 11 (Unclear: are
7 and 11 included?)
Yes: from 7 through 11
Some typical examples of vague
terms are words and phrases such as
50
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and so on, and/or, can, corresponding, etc., may, maybe, object, ought
to, quite, rather, respectively, should
and some.

Rule 4: Be concise

Omit all words and syllables that are
nothing but empty calories. Every word
and character saved is a step toward
more clarity. The only exception to this
rule is: don’t be concise at the expense
of clarity. If you need more words to be
more specific or to avoid ambiguity, go
ahead and include them.
No: The cable is about ten meters
in length.
Yes: The cable is ten meters long.
No: It has a round shape.
Yes: It’s round.
No: If you’re a user who has experience in this field, use expert mode.
Yes: If you’re an experienced user,
use expert mode.
No: It’s necessary to enter a value.
No: You’re required to enter a value.
Yes: You must enter a value.

Rule 5: Be consistent

A consistent document is easy to
read because in a consistent document
readers can fully focus on the content. In
addition, a consistent document makes a
professional impression, which increases
credibility and builds up confidence.
Consistency involves consistent
spelling, punctuation and choice of
words. Aim for consistency not only
within each document but also among
all documents.
No: If you’ve purchased a new
application, you must first install
the software before you can use the
program.
Yes: If you’ve purchased a new
program, you must first install this
program before you can use it.

Rule 6: Be parallel

In technical writing, repetitive structures aren’t a sign of weak style but
enhance readability. Parallel structures
make the content more predictable. If
structures are parallel, readers don’t have
to mentally process a new structure but
can, instead, attend to the words alone.
Try to keep all headings within a
chapter, section or other unit grammatically parallel, especially those
on the same level. If it doesn’t make
sense to keep all headings parallel, try

to keep at least as many subsequent
headings as parallel as possible.
No:
Washing of trucks
Washing cars
How can you wash a motorcycle?
How to wash a bicycle
No:
Washing trucks
Washing cars
Washing a motorcycle
Washing a bicycle
Yes:
Washing trucks
Washing cars
Washing motorcycles
Washing bicycles
In lists and tables, don’t mix full
sentences with sentence fragments.
No: In a document, white space is
important for the following reasons:
 visual separation of sections
 attention focus
 white space breaks content into
smaller chunks
Yes: In a document, white space is
important because it:
 visually separates sections
 focuses attention
 breaks content into smaller chunks
In procedures, typically begin all
steps with a verb.
No: To print a picture:
1. Open the image file.
2. Choose File > Print > Options.
3. Next, select the option Photo
Quality.
4. Finally, the Print button must be
clicked.
Yes: To print a picture:
1. Open the image file.
2. Choose the menu command File >
Print > Options.
3. Select the option Photo Quality
4. Click the Print button.
In general, balance parts of a
sentence with their correlating parts
(nouns with nouns, prepositional
phrases with prepositional phrases and
so on). If you need to repeat a word,
this is perfectly OK.
No: The program can be used to
manage annual reports, budgets, and
financial planning.
Yes: You can use the program for
managing annual reports, for budgeting, and for financial planning.
editor@multilingual.com

Translation
Yes: You can use the program to
manage annual reports, budgets, and
financial plans.
No: Whether at home or when
working, DemoProduct helps you.
Yes: At home or at work, DemoProduct helps you.
No: Your alternatives are to use
feature A or using feature B.
Yes: Your alternatives are to use
feature A or to use feature B.

Rule 7: Use the present tense

Write as if you were talking over the
reader’s shoulder. Write as if the reader
was using the application right now.
Use the present tense. Using the present tense implies that things always
happen as described, which inspires
confidence. Save the future tense for
things that will happen in the future.
No: Click the “Send” button. Your
email will be sent to the recipient.
Yes: Click the “Send” button. The
program now sends your email to the
recipient.
No: The “Printer Options” window
will appear.
Yes: The “Printer Options” window
appears.

Rule 8: Use the active voice

Use the active voice rather than the
passive voice. The active voice always
makes clear whether the reader must act
or whether the system acts automatically. Also the active voice is shorter
and easier to understand than the passive voice. It directly tells the users what
to do. This is particularly important in
warning messages.
No: The active voice is to be used.
Yes: Use the active voice.
No: To enter the room, the door
must be unlocked.
No: The door must be unlocked to
enter the room.
No: One must unlock the door
before the room can be entered.
No: In order to enter the room, it’s
necessary that the door gets unlocked.
Yes: To enter the room, unlock the
door.

Rule 9: Feel free to start
sentences simply

There’s no rule that prohibits you
from starting a sentence with simple
words like but, so, also, because,
therefore, thus and so on. In user
www.multilingual.com

assistance, using these words at the
beginning of a sentence is not poor
style. Using these words is much
better than clumsy and overblown
phrases such as as a consequence of,
as a result of, or due to the fact that.
No: Due to the fact that you’re
reading this text, your translations
will improve.
Yes: Because you’re reading this
text, your translations will improve.

Rule 10: Feel free to
repeat a word

When it adds clarity, don’t hesitate
to use the same word over again.
Don’t avoid using the same word
twice in a sentence or in consecutive
sentences because you think that this
is poor style. In user assistance, the
best style is clarity.
In sentences with and and or, make
sure that it’s clear which terms an
attribute relates to.
No: You need green paper and
tape. (Unclear: must the tape also be
green?)
Yes: You need green paper and
some tape.
Words such as this, that, they,
these, those, it, which and so on link
ideas. Make sure that these words
point unmistakably to one noun, one
phrase or one clause so that your
sentence isn’t ambiguous. If there’s
any possibility of confusion, repeat
the noun.
No: You can use the instrument to
measure the PH value and the humidity of the soil. Note that this only works
if the temperature is above 0 degrees
Celsius. (Unclear: do both measurements need a minimum temperature?
Also unclear: which temperature is
important? The temperature of the
soil? The air temperature? Maybe
even both temperatures?)
Yes: You can use the instrument to
measure the PH value and the humidity of the soil. Note that you can only
measure the PH value if the soil temperature is above 0 degrees Celsius.
Don’t use awkward constructions
like the former … the latter. These
constructions aren’t ambiguous, but
they’re extremely hard to read. Most
readers do remember the statements,
but they don’t remember which one

came first. So they have to read the
whole section again, which wastes
their time, makes them feel stupid
and doesn’t contribute to a positive
user experience.
No: Type 657B devices are green.
Type 657C devices are red. The former are made of plastic, whereas the
latter are made of steel.
Yes: Type 657B devices are green
and made of plastic. Type 657C
devices are red and made of steel.

Rule 11: Add syntactic cues

Syntactic cues are words or punctuation marks that help readers to
analyze the structure of a sentence
more quickly and more reliably. This
can enhance readability and often
particularly helps readers who speak
the document’s language as a second
language. Also syntactic cues often
eliminate ambiguities.
If you can add a syntactic cue, do
so. The few extra characters or words
are a good investment in clarity.
However, inserting a syntactic cue
isn’t always the best remedy for a
poorly designed sentence. Sometimes
it’s better to rephrase a sentence completely or to make two sentences out
of one.
No: Programs currently running
are indicated by icons in the Task bar.
Yes: Programs that are currently
running are indicated by icons in the
Task bar.
No: The advanced search feature is
especially helpful for users familiar
with regular expressions.
Yes: The advanced search feature
is especially helpful for users who are
familiar with regular expressions.
No: You can run macros using the
Macro utility. (Ambiguous: does the
Macro utility run the macros or do
the macros use the Macro utility?)
Yes: You can run macros by using
the Macro utility.
No: The program continues processing data after restoring the
database.
Yes: The program continues to
process data after it has restored the
database.
No: Your data must not include leading blanks and semicolons. (Ambiguous: does the sentence mean writers
should avoid using leading semicolons or all semicolons?)
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Yes: Your data must not include
semicolons and leading blanks. (The
syntactic cue here is the reversed
order of semicolons and blanks.)
Or: Your data must not include
leading blanks and leading semicolons.

Rule 12: Be clear about what
you’re referring to

When using words like this, these,
that, those, it, they and them, make
sure that it’s clear which subject
you’re referring to. If it avoids ambiguity or improves readability, don’t
hesitate to repeat the subject as often
as necessary. Keep your text as stupid
as possible. Clarity never is poor style.
Usually, the topics that you’re talking
about are challenging enough.
No: The bomb is connected to a red and
to a blue wire. Cut it to defuse the bomb.
Yes: The bomb is connected to a
red and to a blue wire. To defuse the
bomb, cut the red wire.

Rule 13: Use strong verbs

Across
Language Server:

The Fast Lane
to Success
»
»
»
»

Efficient translation management
Consistent corporate terminology
Third-party system integration
Workflow control and project
management

Use strong verbs that keep your
texts clear, simple and concise. Many
people tend to use verbs converted
into nouns because they feel that this
makes their text sound more sophisticated. Avoid this to keep your text
simple.
No: We held a meeting and reached
a decision on the improvement of our
translations.
Yes: We met and decided on how to
improve our translations.
No: The first step is the deletion of
all unnecessary words.
Yes: The first step is to delete all
unnecessary words.
No: Our software can be of help to
you.
Yes: Our software can help you.
No: There are four screens within
the wizard.
Yes: The wizard consists of four
screens.

Rule 14: Watch for -ed

www.across.net
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Try to simplify or omit words that
end with -ed.
No: Users who are located in
France
Yes: Users in France
No: A study that was conducted by
our company shows that
Yes: A study by our company
shows that

No: centralized control
Yes: central control
No: improved results
Yes: better results

Rule 15: Watch for opening It
and There

Review sentences that start with It
is, There is or There are. Often, you
can find a more concise solution.
No: It is often the case that sentences are much too long.
Yes: Often, sentences are too long.
No: There are some functions that
help you save energy.
Yes: Some functions help you save
energy.
No: There’s something wrong with
this sentence.
Yes: Something is wrong with this
sentence.

Rule 16: Avoid strings of nouns

Strings of nouns are hard to understand and sometimes even ambiguous. Avoid them if possible.
No: The device adapter card port
signals (Ambiguous. We can’t tell
whether this refers to the signals of
the port, or to the port signals of the
card)
Yes: The port signals of the device
adapter card
No: Technical translation principles
Yes: Principles of translating technical documentation

Rule 17: Avoid unnecessary
qualification

Don’t modify or qualify things that
don’t need to be modified or qualified. Unnecessary qualification only
adds useless words, but it doesn’t add
any valuable information.
No: Both sentences tell you exactly
the very same thing.
Yes: Both sentences tell you the
same thing.

Conclusion

Translating technical documentation can be somewhat different from
translating other sorts of texts. If you
observe these principles during the
translation process, you will be able
to preserve the full quality of the
original documents. It really doesn’t
take much additional time, but the
benefit can be tremendous. Your clients are going to appreciate it. M
editor@multilingual.com

This section offers terminology, abbreviations, acronyms and other
resources, especially as related to the content of this issue. For more
definitions, see the Glossary section of MultiLingual’s annual Resource
Directory and Index (www.multilingual.com/resourceDirectory).

computer-aided translation (CAT). Computer technol
ogy applications that assist in the act of translating text
from one language to another.
dialect. A variety of a language used by people from a par
ticular geographic area. The number of speakers and the area
itself can be of arbitrary size. A dialect is a complete system
of verbal communication — oral or signed but not necessarily
written — with its own vocabulary and/or grammar.
eXtensible Markup Language (XML). A programming
language/specification pared down from SGML, an interna
tional standard for the publication and delivery of electronic
information, designed especially for web documents.
International Organization for Standardization (ISO). A
network of national standards institutes from 145 countries
working in partnership with international organizations,
governments, industry, business and consumer representa
tives. ISO acts as a bridge between public and private sectors.
localization (l10n). In this context, the process of adap
ting a product or software to a specific international lan
guage or culture so that it seems natural to that particular
region. True localization considers language, culture, cus
toms and the characteristics of the target locale.
machine translation (MT). A technology that translates
text from one human language to another, using terminol
ogy glossaries and advanced grammatical, syntactic and
semantic analysis techniques.
quality assurance (QA). The activity of providing evi
dence needed to establish confidence among all concerned
that quality-related activities are being performed effec
tively. All those planned or systematic actions necessary to
provide adequate confidence that a product or service will
satisfy given requirements for quality. QA covers all activi
ties from design, development, production and installation
to servicing and documentation.
www.multilingual.com
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Basic terminology

return on investment (ROI). In finance, the ratio of money
gained or lost on an investment relative to the amount of
money invested. The amount of money gained or lost may be
referred to as interest, profit/loss, gain/loss or net income/loss.
rule-based machine translation (RBMT). The applica
tion of sets of linguistic rules that are defined as correspon
dences between the structure of the source language and
that of the target language. The first stage involves analyz
ing the input text for morphology and syntax — and some
times semantics — to create an internal representation. The
translation is then generated from this representation using
extensive lexicons with morphological, syntactic and seman
tic information, and large sets of rules.
statistical machine translation (SMT). A machine transla
tion paradigm where translations are generated on the basis
of statistical models whose parameters are derived from the
analysis of bilingual text corpora. SMT is the translation of
text from one human language to another by a computer that
learned how to translate from vast amounts of translated text.
translation memory (TM). A special database that stores
previously translated sentences which can then be reused on
a sentence-by-sentence basis. The database matches source
to target language pairs.
Unicode. The Unicode Worldwide Character Standard
(Unicode) is a character encoding standard used to represent
text for computer processing. Originally designed to support
65,000 characters, it now has encoding forms to support
more than one million characters.
XML Localization Interchange File Format (XLIFF). An
XML-based format for exchanging localization data. Stan
dardized by OASIS in April 2002 and aimed at the localiza
tion industry, XLIFF specifies elements and attributes to aid in
localization. XLIFF could be used to exchange data between
companies, such as a software publisher and a localization
vendor, or between localization tools, such as translation
memory systems and machine translation systems.
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Language Project and our execution with sharing translation memory data and quality evaluation metrics.
TAUS Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 31-299-672028
Email: info@taus.net, Web: www.taus.net

The 39th Internationalization
& Unicode Conference
The Internationalization & Unicode Conference (IUC) is the
premier technical conference focusing on multilingual global
software and web internationalization. Each IUC covers current topics related to web and software internationalization,
globalization and Unicode. Internationalization and Unicode
experts, implementers, clients and vendors are invited to attend. Meet and exchange ideas with leading experts, find out
about the needs of potential clients, or get information about
new and existing Unicode-enabled products.
The Unicode Consortium Mountain View, CA, USA

Associations

Elia, the European Language Industry Association, brings
together translation, localization and interpreting companies that do business in Europe. The association provides
its members with tools and opportunities to improve
their businesses such as training and networking events,
resources for business development and joint marketing
efforts. Above all, Elia is a community of peers. It is a place
for language companies to learn, grow, socialize and share.
Join us. Discover Elia. Share the enthusiasm.
Elia Leeds, United Kingdom, +393458307084
Email: info@elia-association.org, Web: www.elia-association.org
Ad on page 34

Globalization and Localization Association
The Globalization and Localization Association is a
fully representative, nonprofit, international industry
association for the translation, internationalization,
localization and globalization industry. The association gives members a common forum to discuss issues,
create innovative solutions, promote the industry and
offer clients unique, collaborative value.
Globalization and Localization Association Andover, MA USA
206-494-4686, Email: info@gala-global.org
Web: www.gala-global.org.

TAUS
TAUS is a resource center for the global language and
translation industries. Our mission is to increase the
size and significance of the translation industry to help
the world communicate better.  We envision translation as a standard feature, a utility, similar to the
internet, electricity and water.   We support buyers and
providers of language services and technologies with a
comprehensive suite of online services, software and
knowledge that help them to grow and innovate their
businesses. We extend the reach and growth of the
translation industry through our vision of the Human
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Rockant provides training and consulting to managers of
international programs, products and services. Rockant
consultants represent the buyer community. Programs
and services constantly evolve with the needs of buyers
of localization services and the capabilities of the marketplace. Rockant's in-depth knowledge of the vendor
community stems from experience with actual implementation projects. Rockant provides online training and
consulting where managers of international programs,
products and services need it most: from managing your
subject matter experts to automating translation and improving time to enter new geographies, Rockant prepares
your global workforce to beat expectations.
Rockant Training & Consulting Rockville, MD USA
301-825-5418, Email: info@rockant.com
Web: https://rockant.com

781-444-0404, E-mail: info@unicodeconference.org
Web: www.unicodeconference.org/ml-bg Ad on page 4
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LocWorld

Global DTP
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LocWorld conferences are dedicated to the language
and localization industries. Our constituents are the
people responsible for communicating across the
boundaries of language and culture in the global
marketplace. International product and marketing
managers participate in LocWorld from all sectors and
all geographies to meet language service and technology providers and to network with their peers. Handson practitioners come to share their knowledge and
experience and to learn from others. See our website
for details on upcoming and past conferences.
Localization World, Ltd. Sandpoint, ID USA, 208-263-8178
Email: info@locworld.com, Web: www.locworld.com Ad on page 63

Consulting Services

Global DTP s.r.o., based in the Czech Republic, offers
professional multilingual desktop publishing and media
engineering solutions to the localization industry. For
the past ten years, Global DTP has become one of the
leading DTP companies. We have been delivering highquality and cost-effective services for at least eight of the
top 20 LSPs and many other companies/agencies. Given
our extensive experience in localization and knowledge of
the prepress, media and publishing industries, our team
of 20 in-house professionals handles more than 400 projects every year. Our core services are multilingual desktop
publishing and Flash, video and HTML engineering.
Global DTP Brno, Czech Republic, +420 603 574 709
Email: info@global-dtp.com, Web: www.global-dtp.com

Follow us on Twitter
@MLConnect

LocalizationGuy, LLC
LocalizationGuy, LLC, is a consultancy serving buyers and
providers of language services. We help companies that buy
language services to identify and deploy optimal localization solutions to fit their needs. We offer veteran expertise
as our clients navigate the many personnel, process and
technology decisions involved in running effective localization operations, whether in-house or through external
localization vendors. LocalizationGuy also helps language
service providers formulate business goals, develop and
implement sound business strategies and launch strategic marketing efforts. LocalizationGuy is led by a 20-year
localization industry veteran and former chairman of the
Globalization and Localization Association.
LocalizationGuy, LLC Minneapolis, MN USA, 1-612-986-3108
Email: info@localizationguy.com, Web: www.localizationguy.com
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Across Systems
Multiple Platforms

Across Language Server is a market-leading software
platform for all corporate language resources and
translation processes. Within a very short time, the
use of Across can increase the translation quality and
transparency, while reducing the workload and process
costs. The Across translation management software
includes a translation memory, a terminology system,
a powerful PM and workflow control tools. It allows
end-to-end processing for a seamless collaboration of
clients, LSPs and translators. Open interfaces enable the
direct integration of third-party solutions like CMS,
ERP or others. Customers include Allianz Versicherungs AG, HypoVereinsbank, SMA Solar Technology,
ThyssenKrupp and hundreds of other leading companies.
Languages All
Across Systems GmbH Karlsbad, Germany, 49-7248-925-425
Email: international@across.net
Across Systems Inc. Glendale, CA USA, 877-922-7677
Email: americas@across.net, Web: www.across.net
Ad on page 52

STAR Group
Multiple Platforms

STAR Group was founded in Switzerland 30 years ago
with the exclusive focus of facilitating cross-cultural
technical communications in all languages. The company has grown to be the largest privately held multilingual information technology and services company in
the world with 46 offices in 31 countries. Its advanced

technology developments have propelled STAR to its
current market position. Core services: information
management, translation, localization, publishing, ondemand printing and consulting. Core technologies:
Transit (translation memory), TermStar/WebTerm
(terminology management), GRIPS (product information management), MindReader (con text-sensitive
authoring assistance), STAR CLM (corporate language
management), STAR CPM (corporate process management), i-KNOW (competence management) and
SPIDER (Interactive Electronic Technical Manual).
Languages All
STAR Group Ramsen, Switzerland, 41-52-742-9200
216-691-7827, Email: info@star-group.net
Web: www.star-group.net Ad on page 14

Localization Services

Alliance Localization China (ALC)
ALC offers document, website and software translation
and localization, desktop publishing and interpreter services. We focus on English, German and other European
languages to and from Chinese, Japanese, Korean and
other Asian languages. We use TRADOS, CATALYST,
SDLX, Transit, Wordfast, memoQ and other CAT tools,
as well as DTP tools including CorelDRAW, FrameMaker, FreeHand, Illustrator, InDesign, PageMaker,
Photoshop and QuarkXPress. Our customer-oriented
approach is supported by strong project management, a
team of specialists, a large knowledge base and advanced
methodologies. We always provide service beyond our
customers’ expectations at a low cost and with high
quality, speed, dependability and flexibility. Languages
Major Asian and European languages
Alliance Localization China Beijing, P.R. China, 86-10-8368-2169
Email: customer_care@allocalization.com
Web: www.allocalization.com

ADAPT Localization Services
ADAPT Localization Services offers the full range of
services that enables clients to be successful in international markets, from documentation design through
translation, linguistic and technical localization services, prepress and publication management. Serving
both Fortune 500 and small companies, ADAPT has
gained a reputation for quality, reliability, technological competence and a commitment to customer service.
Fields of specialization include diagnostic and medical
devices, IT/telecom and web content. With offices in
Bonn, Germany; Stockholm, Sweden; and Barcelona,
Spain, and a number of certified partner companies,
ADAPT is well suited to help clients achieve their goals
in any market. Languages More than 50
ADAPT Localization Services Bonn, Germany, 49-228-98-22-60
Email: adapt@adapt-localization.com
Web: www.adapt-localization.com
Ad on page 45

Capita Translation and Interpreting
Are you looking to expand into new markets? Do you
need documents translated reliably and securely? Well,
Capita Translation and Interpreting (Capita TI) wants
to give you the solutions you need to succeed. We don’t
just want to sell solutions though. We want to work in
partnership with you as we care about your objectives
and are passionate about helping you to achieve them.
We are one of the fastest growing language services providers in the world, and the chosen partner of blue-chip
corporations, SMEs, government ministries and agencies as well as NGOs and third sector organizations.
Languages 150+
Capita Translation and Interpreting Delph, Oldham, United Kingdom
+44 845 367 7000, Email: enquiries@capita-ti.com
Web: www.capitatranslationinterpreting.com Ad on page 19, 61
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Total Solutions for Your Business
Established in 1995, E4NET has successfully accomplished
many major projects for customers such as Microsoft,
Hewlett-Packard, Oracle, IBM, Google, Facebook, 3Com,
Sony, LG Electronics, Panasonic, IKEA and more. We
specialize in the fields of IT such as ERP/CRM/DBMS,
consumer software, hardware/equipment, OS, server
application, management, storage and multimedia. In addition, our service expands to other industries such as games,
medical/health care, travel, fashion, financial, automation
and automotive. E4NET can provide all types of localization, including the full scope of linguistic testing services
in Windows, Macintosh and Linux as well as MTPE, DTP,
audio recording and video translation services. Languages
Major Asian languages including Korean, Japanese,
S-Chinese, T-Chinese, Thai
E4NET Co., Ltd. Seoul, Republic of Korea, 82(2)-3465-8500
Email: l10n@e4 net.net, Web: www.e4net.net

EuroGreek Translations Limited

Established in 1986, EuroGreek Translations Limited
is Europe’s number one Greek localizer, specializing in
technical and medical translations from English into
Greek and Greek into English. EuroGreek’s aim is to
provide high-quality, turnkey solutions, encompassing
a whole range of client needs, from plain translation to
desktop/web publishing to localization development
and testing. Over the years, EuroGreek’s services have
been extended to cover most subject areas, including
German and French into Greek localization services. All
of EuroGreek’s work is produced in-house by a team of
25 highly qualified specialists and is fully guaranteed for
quality and on-time delivery. Languages Greek
EuroGreek Translations Limited London, United Kingdom
Athens, Greece, 30-210-9605-244
Email: production@eurogreek.gr, Web: www.eurogreek.com
Ad on page 39

iDISC Information Technologies
iDISC, established in 1987, is an ISO 9001 and EN
15038 certified language and software company based
in Barcelona with branches and teams in Argentina,
Mexico, Brazil, Bolivia and Guatemala. We have dedicated teams for web content, software localization
and translation of technical, business, automotive,
biomedical and marketing documents. Our software
development engineers and translation teams provide
high-quality and on-time production solutions that
are cost-efficient, flexible and scalable. Languages
Spanish (all variants), Portuguese (all variants), Catalan, Basque, Galician, Valencian, K’iche’, Quechua,
Aymara, Guarani
iDISC Information Technologies Barcelona, Spain
34-93-778-73-00, Email: info@idisc.es, Web: www.idisc.es

New markets for your
products and solutions

Janus Worldwide Inc.

Precision Matters in Translation
For over 17 years, EC Innovations has specialized in
customized solutions and subject matter expertise to
fit almost any budget for most industry verticals. Originally known as a supplier to suppliers, ECI has quickly
become one of the fastest growing language service providers in the marketplace. Today, EC Innovations has
grown into 14 strategically located global offices with
300+ full-time employees offering full localization support into 60+ languages. EC Innovations continues to
build upon its reputation as a customer-centric organization focused on high-quality standards, technological creativity and value-added services to accommodate
any type of localization program. Languages All
EC Innovations, Inc. Wilmington, DE USA, 312-863-1966
Email: info@ecinnovations.com, Web: www.ecinnovations.com

GlobalWay Co., Ltd.

GlobalWay, a leading localization company in Korea,
provides professional localization and globalization
services with exceptional quality and also offers a
wide range of content and document management
services including voiceover, testing and DTP. We
have highly qualified in-house linguists who translate and review a variety of content with professional
knowledge. Our experienced engineers and project
managers can help you to get exactly what you want.
GlobalWay and its partners worldwide are ready to
support your growing business and localization
tasks. Feel free to contact us for more information.
Languages: Asian and European
GlobalWay Co. Ltd. Seoul, Republic of Korea, +82-2-3453-4924
Email: sales@globalway.co.kr, Web: www.globalway.co.kr

Janus is a leading provider of language solutions to the
world’s most global companies. Our flexible, scalable
and proven approach enables our team to deliver services with top-quality results both on time and on budget. Industries we serve include IT, telecom, life sciences,
energy, financial and automotive. Some of the services
we offer are: functional and linguistic testing; software,
website and multimedia localization; and technical, elearning and marketing translation. Our processes are
backed by the ISO 9001:2008 and EN 15038:2006-05
quality certifications and our clients include Microsoft,
IBM, Siemens and Volkswagen. We have nine offices in
Asia, Europe and the US to facilitate communication
globally. Languages 80 and growing
Janus Worldwide Inc. Vienna, Austria, + 43-680-320-53-17
Las Vegas, NV USA, 855-526-87-99, E-mail: info@janusww.com
Web: www.janusww.com

Find us at LinkedIn

www.linkedin.com/company/multilingual-computing
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Moravia
Moravia is a leading globalization solution provider,
enabling companies in the information technology,
e-learning, life sciences, consumer electronics and
telecommunications industries to enter global markets with high-quality multilingual products. Moravia’s solutions include localization, product testing,
multilingual publishing, technical translation, content creation, machine translation and workflow consulting. Adobe®, IBM, Microsoft, Oracle and Toshiba
are among some of the leading companies that depend on Moravia for accurate, on-time and economical localization. With global headquarters in Brno,
Czech Republic, Moravia has local offices in Europe,
the United States, Japan, China and Latin America.
To learn more, please visit us at www.moravia.com.
Languages All
Moravia
USA Newbury Park, CA USA, 805-262-0055
Email: info@moravia.com, Web: www.moravia.com
Europe 420-545-552-222, Email: europe@moravia.com
Ireland 353-1-709-9822, Email: ireland@moravia.com
Asia 86-25-8689-6500, Email: asia@moravia.com
Japan 81-3-3354-3320, Email: japan@moravia.com
Argentina 54-341-481-2992, Email: argentina@moravia.com
Ad on page 64

NZTC Pasifika

NZTC Pasifika is a division of New Zealand-based
global language service provider NZTC International and is dedicated to the languages of the
Pacific Islands including Samoan, Tongan, Fijian,
Cook Islands Māori, Tokelauan, Niuean, Kiribati and
Tuvaluan. With three decades of experience, NZTC
International offers foreign-language desktop publishing, software and website localization, interpreting services, subtitling and voiceovers, and is also a
leading provider of translations for New Zealand’s
indigenous Māori language. We offer other language
service providers and clients an unrivaled base of
target-market cultural and linguistic knowledge.
Languages New Zealand Māori, Samoan, Tongan, Fijian, Cook Islands Māori, Tokelauan, Niuean, Kiribati
and Tuvaluan

tional regulations. Their one-of-a-kind Multilingual
Testing Center is specially equipped and staffed to
offer the ultimate testing environment for localized
products. EN 15038:2006, ISO 9001:2008 and ISO
13485:2003 certifications and a long-standing reputation for quality have earned Net-Translators the
trust of industry leaders worldwide. Languages More
than 60
Net-Translators
USA Cupertino, CA USA, 800-320-1020
Email: salesusca@net-translators.com
USA Marlborough, MA USA, 617-275-8128
Email: salesuseast@net-translators.com
Europe London, England, +44-20-3393-8385
Email: saleseu@net-translators.com
Middle East Or Yehuda, Israel, +972-3-5338633
Email: salesil@net-translators.com
South America Posadas-Misiones, Argentina, +54-3764-487029
Email: salessoutham@net-translators.com
Web: www.net-translators.com
Ad on page 10

TOIN Corporation
TOIN has achieved a 50-year track record of excellence by,
as our clients say, being consistently “present” to meet their
needs. TOIN offers a spectrum of translation, localization
and consulting solutions to Global 1000 companies across
a range of industries including automotive, IT, telecommunications, life sciences, e-learning, software, gaming,
semiconductors and consumer products. TOIN provides
exceptional strength in Asia as well as a global reach, with
offices in Japan, China, Korea, the United States and the
United Kingdom. Languages Japanese, Traditional and
Simplified Chinese, Korean, Malay, Thai, Vietnamese and
European languages
TOIN Corporation
Japan Tokyo, Japan, 81-3-5759-4353
Email: toshihito-hattori@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.co.jp
North America Minneapolis, MN USA, 1-612-986-3108
Email: aki-ito@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com
Europe London, United Kingdom, 44-7890-290123
Email: mark-stephenson@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com
China Shanghai, P.R. China, 86-21-3222-0012
Email: shen-yi@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com

Greek Localization Experts Since 1983
Founded in 1983, ORCO S.A. is a leading translation
and localization provider, specializing in software
localization and technical translations (IT, telecommunication, medical, automotive, engineering, marketing, financial, EU). ORCO deals primarily with
English into Greek projects, although translation
from several other European languages can be taken
aboard. With its experienced in-house personnel,
ORCO offers high-quality services, including localization, product testing, engineering, DTP and more.
Our client list includes long-term collaborations with
companies such as Abbott, Canon, Cummins, Ford,
General Electric, Google, IBM, Microsoft, Oracle,
Sony and important international institutions such
as the EU (CdT, DGT, European Parliament) and
UNHCR. Language Greek
ORCO S.A. Athens, Greece, +30-210-723-6001
Email: info@orco.gr, Web: www.orco.gr

Ushuaia Solutions
Ushuaia Solutions is a fast-growing Latin American company providing solutions for translation, localization and
globalization needs. Ushuaia Solutions is focused on being creative and proactive to meet tight time frames with a
high level of quality and a cost-effective budget. Customizing its processes, Ushuaia assures project consistency and
technical and linguistic accuracy, thus reducing clients’
time-to-market. Ushuaia combines state-of-the-art technology with top-notch experienced native translators,
editors and software engineers. Our mission is to work together with our clients, thereby creating a flexible, reliable
and open relationship for success. Languages Spanish (all
varieties), Portuguese (Brazil)
Ushuaia Solutions Rosario, Argentina, 54-341-4493064
Email: info@ushuaiasolutions.com
Web: www.ushuaiasolutions.com Ad on page 38

NZTC International Wellington, New Zealand, +64 4 801 4814
Email: sales@nztcpasifika.com, Web: www.nztcpasifika.com

Vistatec
Localization and Globalization Partner
Your Vision. Worldwide.

Full-service Translation, Localization
and Multilingual Testing

Net-Translators provides turnkey translation, localization and multilingual testing services and customized strategy-to-deployment localization solutions.
For over ten years, it has helped technology companies and medical device manufacturers prepare their
products and services for global markets. For software
applications (GUI, online help and documentation),
marketing materials, websites and more, Net-Translators’ customer-focused, professional teams deliver
consistent, accurate results in compliance to interna-

www.multilingual.com

Saltlux is a language service provider that specializes
in supplying Korean, Japanese, S-Chinese,T-Chinese
and other Asian languages. Our services encompass
translation, localization, DTP, MT post-editing,
planning and writing of technical manuals. We have
extensive experience in medical equipment and
pharmaceutical products, cosmetic and cosmeceutical products, IT, software, electrical, automotive and
technical industry, and so on. With 36 years accumulated know-how, Saltlux will be your ideal global
communication partner. To learn more, please visit
www.saltlux.com. Languages Korean, Traditional
and Simplified Chinese, Japanese and other Asian
languages, European languages
Saltlux, Inc. Seoul, South Korea, 822-379-8444
Email : tcsales@saltlux.com, Web: www.saltlux.com

At Vistatec we understand what it takes to captivate,
engage and inspire a global audience. Every day we
help to optimize the global commercial potential of
some of the most iconic brands, products and services
the world has ever seen. Since 1997 we have been providing world-class localization solutions to many of
these large companies worldwide. Global commerce
is evolving and accelerating at a tremendous pace and
organizations operate within markets where customers are increasingly mobile, well informed and open to
change more than ever before. Contact Vistatec today.
We're the leaders in global content solutions.
Languages All

Vistatec
Europe Dublin, Ireland, 353-1-416-8000
North America Mountain View, CA USA, 409-898-2364
Email: info@vistatec.com, Web: www.vistatec.com Ad on page 25
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Nonprofit Organizations

Terminology Management

The Rosetta Foundation

Kaleidoscope

Access to information is a fundamental and universal human right. It can make the difference between
prosperity and poverty, freedom and captivity, life and
death. The Rosetta Foundation is a nonprofit organization registered in Ireland promoting equal access to
information and knowledge across the languages of the
world. It maintains the Translation Commons (www.
trommons.org) matching nonprofit translation projects and organizations with the skills and interests of
volunteer translators.
Languages All
The Rosetta Foundation Dublin, Ireland, +353-86-7851749
Email: info@therosettafoundation.org
Web: www.therosettafoundation. com

quickTerm manages the entire terminology life cycle.
If you would like to see your SDL MultiTerm terminology used enterprise-wide, Kaleidoscope has the
ideal add-on: quickTerm. With quickTerm, individuals do not need to be terminology-savvy power users
or have their own MultiTerm license to quickly and
easily access terminology. Users can simply search
for terminology from within any application or via a
web browser. This alone significantly raises the level
of terminology adherence. Additionally, quickTerm
enables enterprise-wide participation in terminology discovery, approval and revision processes, which
further ties in colleagues in the terminology process.
Languages German, English
Kaleidoscope GmbH Maria Enzersdorf, Austria, 0043223643498-0
Email: info@kaleidoscope.at, Web: www.kaleidoscope.at
Ad on page 18

Translators without Borders
Translators without Borders is an independent registered nonprofit association based in France that assists
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) by providing
free, professional translations. Founded by Lexcelera in
1993, Translators without Borders has provided over
two million dollars worth of free translations. Thanks
to the funds saved, NGOs are able to extend their
humanitarian work. Languages 11
Translators without Borders Paris, France, 33-1-55-28-88-09
Email: twb@translatorswithoutborders.org
Web: www.translatorswithoutborders.org

Project Management

Turnkey Language Solutions
Global Language Solutions (GLS) is a full-service ISO
9001:2008 and EN 15038:2006 certified translation and
interpreting company delivering solutions in over 100
languages. GLS provides turnkey project management,
culturally and linguistically accurate document translations, website localization, multilingual typesetting/
graphic design, linguistic validation, conference interpreting and voiceovers. The company's clients include
leaders in the medical devices, pharmaceutical, health
care, financial, legal, manufacturing, marketing and technology industries. GLS is a WBENC-certified Women's
Business Enterprise (WBE) with offices in Asia, Europe,
South America and the United States. Languages More
than 100
Global Language Solutions Irvine, CA USA, +1 949-798-1400
Email: info@globallanguages.com, Web:www.globallanguages.com
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reduces time-to-value on globalization and localization efforts. Brands that rely on Smartling include
Foursquare, GoPro, HotelTonight, Path, Pinterest,
Shutterstock, Spotify, SurveyMonkey, Vimeo and
more. The Smartling platform currently serves billions of page views per month in more than 100 languages across the globe.
Smartling New York, NY USA, 1-866-707-6278
Email: hi@smartling.com, Web: www.smartling.com
Ad on page 27

Wordbee Translator
Web-based

Wordbee is the leading choice for enterprises and language
service providers that need to save money and make their
company run more efficiently. Wordbee has the most complete feature set of any cloud solution: project management, portal, business analytics, reporting, invoicing and a
user-friendly translation editor. Tasks such as project and
workflow setup, job assignment, deadline calculation, multiple phase kick-offs and cost management can all be automated in the collaborative translation platform. Also, the
Beebox connects CMSs, DMSs or any propriety database
source with the TMS of the translation vendor or internal
translation team. Languages All
Wordbee Soleuvre, Luxembourg , +352 2877 1204, +1 503 287 0023
Email: info@wordbee.com, Web: www.wordbee.com

Plunet BusinessManager
Multiple Platforms

Plunet develops and markets the business and workflow
management software Plunet BusinessManager — one
of the world’s leading management solutions for the
translation and localization industry. Plunet BusinessManager provides a high degree of automation and
flexibility for professional language service providers
and translation departments. Using a web-based platform, Plunet integrates translation software, financial
accounting and quality management systems. Various
functions and extensions of Plunet BusinessManager
can be adapted to individual needs within a configurable system. Basic functions include quote, order and
invoice management, comprehensive financial reports,
flexible job and workflow management as well as deadline, document and customer relationship management.
Plunet GmbH Berlin, Germany, +49-(0)30-322-971-340
Email: info@plunet.com, Web: www.plunet.com Ad on page 23

Smartling
Smartling provides an innovative, cloud-based
translation management platform that lets companies quickly translate and deploy their websites
and dynamic web applications, mobile applications
and business documents across the entire corporate
digital infrastructure. By streamlining the translation management process, Smartling ensures confidence with high-quality translations every time and

XTM: Better Translation Technology
Multiple Platforms

XTM is a fully featured online CAT tool and translation management system available as a pay-as-you-go
SaaS or for installation on your server. Built for collaboration and ease of use, XTM provides a complete,
secure and scalable translation solution. Implementation of XTM Cloud is quick and easy, with no installation, hardware costs or maintenance required.
Rapidly create new projects from all common file
types using the templates provided and allocate your
resources to the automated workflow. XTM enables
you to share linguistic assets in real time between
translators. Discover XTM today. Sign up for a free
30-day trial at www.xtm-intl.com/trial. Languages All
Unicode languages
XTM International Bucks, United Kingdom, +44-1753-480-469
Email: sales@xtm-intl.com, Web: www.xtm-intl.com Ad on page 33
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Translation Services
Translation Services Provider in SEE
Ciklopea is one of the leading translation and localization services providers in the region of South East
Europe (SEE) specialized in translation projects, interpreting and localization into the languages of the
South region (Croatian, Slovenian, Serbian, Bosnian,
Macedonian, Montenegrin, Albanian, Bulgarian and
Romanian). Our fields of specialization are manufacturing, consumer products, engineering, industry, technology, IT, medical, pharmaceutical, health services,
life sciences, law, economics, business, finance, insurance, marketing, PR, communication and tourism.
Ciklopea is certified in accordance with ISO 9001: 2008,
EN 15038:2006 and ISO 27001:2005. Languages More
than 25 languages
Ciklopea d.o.o. Zagreb, Croatia, +385-1-3751736
Email: info@ciklopea.com, Web: www.ciklopea.com Ad on page 39

Asianlization with HansemEUG

Medical Translations Only

HansemEUG, Inc. Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
Korea: +82-(31)-226-5042, Email: info@ezuserguide.com
UK: 44-(20)-8644-8685, Email: michael.stephenson@ezuserguide.com
N. America: +1-(800)-532-4176, Email: overseas_sales@ezuserguide.com
Web: www.ezuserguide.com Ad on page 7

MediLingua Medical Translations BV Leiden, The Netherlands
+31-71-5680862, Email: simon.andriesen@medilingua.com
Web: www.medilingua.com Ad on page 39

With more than 180 trained in-house staff and
EN15038 and ISO9001 certification, HansemEUG
has become the largest LSP in Korea. Specialized in
Korean, Chinese, Japanese, Vietnamese, Thai, Malay,
Indonesian, MEA and African languages, HansemEUG
provides a one stop solution with a broad spectrum
of language services including: HQAS (Hansem Quality Audit Services) with a medical advisory board, expedited services with in-house DTP production, MT
engine optimization, data solution and system development, technical authoring and consulting services for Chinese GB compliance. Our headquarters
and sales office are located in Korea and the UK, and
a language center is in Vietnam. Languages Korean,
Japanese, Chinese, Vietnamese, Thai, Indonesian, Malay,
Lao, Arabic, Farsi, Hebrew, Central Asian and African

Medilingua is one of the few medical translation specialists in Europe. We only do medical. We provide
all European languages and the major languages of
Asia and Africa, as well as translation-related services
to manufacturers of devices, instruments, in vitro
diagnostics and software; pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies; medical publishers; national
and international medical organizations; and other
customers in the medical sector. Projects include the
translation of documentation for medical devices,
surgical instruments, hospital equipment and medical software; medical information for patients, medical students and physicians; scientific articles; press
releases; product launches; clinical trial documentation; medical news; and articles from medical journals. Languages 45, including all EU languages

RR Donnelley Language Solutions
LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc.
When it comes to translation, we hear you
Delivering results, solutions and resources to vendor managers, project managers, production managers, directors
and C-level executives of MLV language service provider
companies. On-time and on-budget. Polish and other
CEE languages. 25,000,000+ words translated and localized. 17,000+ projects completed. 25+ fields of expertise
covered. 5+ types of content covered. 130+ LSP-MLV customers served. 200+ end-clients' content dealt with. 150
actively collaborating linguists. No more headaches, no
more after hours. Ten years and counting.
CONTRAD Olsztyn, Poland, +48 89 614 11 00
Email: info@contrad.com.pl, Web: www.contrad.com.pl
Ad on page 11

LinguaLinx is a leading provider of global content
and language translation to organizations around the
world. The content experts at LinguaLinx help manage and localize messaging to enhance efficiency and
provide consistency across all forms of communication. With offices around the world, LinguaLinx provides organizations with localization solutions that fit
their needs including: translation and interpretation,
marketing communications and website localization,
translation memory deployment, multilingual SEO,
translation readiness assessment and global content
management. Unify your global organization with a
customized content intelligence strategy and ensure
that your messages resonate across borders. To learn
more, visit lingualinx.com. Languages All
LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc. Troy, NY USA, 518-388-9000
Email: info@lingualinx.com, Web: www.lingualinx.com

Diskusija – Translation and Localization
Diskusija is a regional LSP specializing in the languages of the Baltic countries and Central, Eastern
and Southeastern European languages. Our core
business is serving other LSPs. If you need translation into any of these languages, we are ready to help
in whatever way suits you best. Your goal to provide
your customers with the best services is our goal!
We always try to be an extension of our client’s team
in order to understand the requirements and the
working style, to find the best solutions together,
and, in other words, to become real partners. If you
are looking for a flexible, adaptable partner, we are
your choice. Languages Baltic, Central, Eastern and
Southeastern European languages
Diskusija Vilnius, Lithuania, 370-5-2790574, Fax: 370-5-2790576
Email: diskusija@diskusija.lt, Web: www.diskusija.lt

www.multilingual.com

Lionbridge
Lionbridge enables more than 800 world-leading brands
to increase international market share, speed adoption of
products and effectively engage their customers in local
markets worldwide. We provide translation, online marketing, global content management and application testing solutions that ensure global brand consistency, local
relevancy and technical usability across all touch points of
the global customer life cycle.  Using our innovative cloud
technologies, global program management expertise and
our worldwide crowd of more than 100,000 professional
cloud workers, we provide integrated solutions that enable
clients to successfully market, sell and support their products and services in global markets. Languages All
Lionbridge Waltham, MA USA, 781-434-6000
Email: marketing@lionbridge.com, Web: www.lionbridge.com
Ad on page 9

RR Donnelley Language Solutions is a leading global
provider of premier multilingual communication
services to the world’s top companies in the financial, legal, life sciences, institutional and corporate
communications sectors. Thanks to our innovative
translation technology, including our market-leading translation management system, MultiTrans™,
dedicated teams of 5,000+ specialized linguists, ISOcertified quality standards and a 24/7/365 global service
platform, we are able to tailor our solutions to meet
the specific localization and translation needs of our
clients. RR Donnelley's solutions can help reduce costs,
drive top-line growth, enhance ROI and increase compliance for our customers. Languages All
RR Donnelley Language Solutions, 24 offices worldwide
New York, NY USA, +1-212-658-5081
Email: languagesolutions@rrd.com
Web: www.rrdonnelley.com/languagesolutions

Rheinschrift Übersetzungen, Ursula Steigerwald
Outstanding localization requires world-class experience. Rheinschrift gives your business a native voice
in the German-speaking world. We offer more than
20 years’ experience providing translations and localizations for software and hardware manufacturers as
well as for the sectors of business, technology, legal
matters and medicine/medical applications. Our services also range from glossaries, post-editing, project management and desktop publishing services to
many other related services. Rely on Rheinschrift to
deliver the most competent translations and meet
your deadline, whatever it takes. Languages German
to/from major European languages
Rheinschrift Übersetzungen Ursula Steigerwald Cologne, Germany
+49-(0)221-80-19-28-0, Email: contact@rheinschrift.de
Web: www.rheinschrift.de
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SpanSource
SpanSource provides translation, localization and related services from Western European languages into all
regional varieties of Spanish as well as other language
combinations through our network of select SLV partners. Our domain focus is on health care and life sciences,
software and IT, heavy machinery and automotive, legal
and financial, oil and gas, corporate training and educational materials. Our comprehensive service portfolio
also includes unparalleled desktop publishing and multimedia localization engineering support for e-learning
materials. Our in-house staff of 25 includes project
managers, senior linguists, desktop publishers, software
engineers and graphic designers, which prove to be fundamental in SpanSource’s centralized, customer-centric
approach. Languages Focus on Spanish and Portuguese,
other language combinations through partners
SpanSource SRL Rosario, Argentina, 54-341-527-5233
Email: info@spansource.com, Web: www.spansource.com

STEPPING STONE

TripleInk Multilingual Communications

As a multilingual communications agency, TripleInk has
provided industrial and consumer products companies
with precise translation and multilingual production
services for audio-visual, online and print media since
1991. Our experience in adapting technical documentation and marketing communication materials covers a
wide range of industries, including biomedical and health
care; building and construction; financial services; food
and agriculture; high-tech and manufacturing; and hospitality and leisure, as well as government and nonprofit
organizations. Using a total quality management process
and state-of-the-art software and equipment, our team of
foreign language professionals delivers the highest quality
translations in a cost-effective and time-efficient manner.
Languages All major commercial languages
TripleInk Minneapolis, MN USA, 612-342-9800, 800-632-1388
Email: info@tripleink.com, Web: www.tripleink.com

Memsource
Memsource is an API-enabled translation environment that supports over 40 file formats. It includes
translation memory, integrated machine translation
and terminology management, in addition to a webbased and desktop translator’s editor. Some of the
world’s leading translation buyers as well as translation providers use Memsource for their mission-critical projects. In total, more than 40,000 Memsource
users translate over 100 million words every month.
Memsource offers powerful features, yet it is lightweight, intuitive and fast. Languages All
Memsource a.s. Prague, Czech Republic, +420 221 490 441
Email: info@memsource.com, Web: www.memsource.com
Ad on page 12

Translation Tools

Technical and Life Science Solutions
Stepping Stone leverages almost 15 years of experience
and scalability whilst maintaining a refined, hands-on,
responsive service synonymous with a boutique-style
agency. Your single-stop for translation, localization, DTP
and testing requirements, we tailor environments to handle all CAT/design tools and are specialists with structured
documentation and multichannel distribution. Our medical team supports medical device companies, CROs and
pharmaceuticals. We use small, experienced and adept
teams rather than adopting a 1,000-resource selection
lottery, thus building solid relationships with all involved
— perhaps it’s time we build one with you. In a world
changing from quality to quantity — we’re standing firm.
Languages 70+ including all European, Middle Eastern
and major Asian languages
Stepping Stone Riga, Latvia, +371 6728 1110
Email: global@steppingstone.ws, Web: www.steppingstone.ws

Kilgray Translation Technologies
Windows

Kilgray Translation Technologies is the world’s fastest growing provider of computer-assisted translation
tools. In 2005 the company launched the first version of
memoQ, an integrated client-server translation environment designed to facilitate interoperability and teamwork.
All of Kilgray’s products — memoQ, the memoQ
server, memoQWebTrans, qTerm and Language Terminal — optimize productivity and control of the entire translation process and environment. Rated #1 by
Common Sense Advisory among translation-centric
TMS systems, and used by thousands of translators,
language service providers and enterprises throughout the world, memoQ and other Kilgray tools are
accepted and appreciated as premiere translation technologies. Languages All

Kilgray Translation Technologies Béke sugárút, Hungary
+36-30-383-9435, Email: sales@kilgray.com, Web: www.kilgray.com

Tetras translations
Tetras is headquartered in Munich, operates in Europe
and America with five locations around the world and has
been a service provider in the technical translation, interpreting, localization, DTP and technical documentation
sector since 1998. Today, Tetras works with translators,
proofreaders, experts and academics from more than 40
countries around the world, employs internal translators
for many languages and has more than 1,500 satisfied
customers. Our translators have years of experience in the
electrics, mechanics, hydraulics, pneumatics, machine and
computer software, physics and chemistry fields, as well
as a wide range of knowledge of various technological
processes. Our translation agency specializes in technical
translations in Eastern and Western European, Scandinavian and Asian languages. Languages More than 40
Tetras translations, Munich, Germany +49 89 716 7216 30
Email: tetras@tetras.de, Web: www.tetras.de Ad on page 13
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MadCap Lingo
Windows

The leaders in technical communication bring you MadCap Lingo, an XML-based translation management solution used by large multinational corporations, technical
writers and freelance translators. MadCap Lingo offers
support for a wide range of file formats, works with major
industry TM systems and is fully integrated with the leading content authoring application MadCap Flare. Through
its strategic partner Microsoft Corporation, MadCap Software delivers solutions optimized for Microsoft Windows,
Visual Studio and the .NET environment. A free 30-day
trial download is available at www.madcapsoftware.com.
Languages All
MadCap Software, Inc. La Jolla, CA USA
858-320-0387, 888-623-2271, Email: sales@madcapsoftware.com
Web: www.madcapsoftware.com

advertising@multilingual.com

Buyer’s Guide

SMT Software for Professionals
Linux, Windows

Precision Translation Tools' state-of-the-art statistical
machine translation (SMT) software delivers unprecedented performance and security as prepackaged
applications that you install on your computers. LSPs
use DoMT Desktop, published in 2012 as the first
packaged SMT application for the desktop, to transform translation memories into private engines that
connect to popular CAT tools. In 2014, we published
DoMT Server to integrate these custom engines with
popular TMSs. With DoMT Desktop and Server,
translation professionals have a complete, secure SMT
experience without the need to share TMs or connect
to the internet.

Precision Translation Tools Pte. Ltd. Singapore
+65 6 227 2407 Email: sales@precisiontranslationtools.com
Web: www.precisiontranslationtools.com

SDL Language Technologies
Windows

SDL Language Solutions offers a unique language
technology platform — from translation memory
productivity tools for the individual translator to
collaboration software for project managers, from
translation management solutions for LSPs to cloudbased machine translation for corporate localization
teams. You are not just investing in a market-leading
translation productivity tool when you buy SDL
Trados Studio, you are investing in a CAT tool that
integrates with the full SDL language technology
platform including the new innovative Language
Cloud. Find out more from www.translationzone.com.
Languages All
SDL Language Technologies
Maidenhead, United Kingdom, +44-1628-417227
Email:insidesales@sdl.com
Web: www.translationzone.com Ad on page 2

Find us on Facebook
facebook.com/multilingualmagazine

Career 0pportunities

Join our energetic Sales team NOW !
Capita Translation and Interpreting is growing rapidly and has opened two new offices in the UK within the last
six months. We are currently looking for new talent from the localization industry to join our energetic sales team
NOW. Become part of the evolution of this young yet ambitious LSP, apply for our business development roles
(UK, US, Europe) and enjoy the many benefits that come with working for an FTSE 50 company.
Send your CV and a cover letter to salesmanagement@capita-ti.com
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Takeaway

Brian Rollo

How to spot fake
translator resumes

Y

You may already know that legitimate translators and translation firms worldwide are being
inundated with emails containing fake translator
resumes.

In our experience, the ultimate source of fake translator resumes appears to be individuals located in Palestine and Saudi
Arabia, from whom we receive fairly good looking resumes
using false identities. If you dare, as we did, call the scammers
out on their deceptive actions, they can lash out by creating blog
posts named after you or your company, containing vehement
complaints about you or your company, without, unsurprisingly, any mention of the names of the people making these
complaints. Other scamming tactics include actually sending
resumes with the claim that they have been filtered as not being fake, and scammers will even offer to filter out resumes for
you using their “tools.”
Whether these people who create fake resumes with false
names and false credentials ultimately use legitimate translators or not is a risk you take when you do business with them.
Clearly, if they were reputable and deserving of your trust,
they would not have to resort to such misrepresentation. You
also have to wonder if the actual translator is being paid and
whether he or she is aware of the subterfuge. This situation
hurts the translation industry, which is made up of mostly
honest and hardworking people. Unfortunately, translation
hubs such as Proz.com, TranslatorsCafé.com and the like do
not filter out these fake resumes, thereby compounding the
problem.
However, there are some clues that can alert you to a fake
resume.

■■ No telephone number. You have to wonder why a translator would not supply a telephone number in a resume. This
is basic information that needs to be supplied for adequate
communication. You can ask the translator to actually call you
from his or her home or business number to have a discussion.
Any refusal should be considered a big red flag. We actually filter out any resume that does not include a telephone number.
■■ Sending emails using free addresses with Outlook.com,
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Hotmail, Gmail, Yahoo mail and the like. Fake resumes travel
through these services because they are free and devoid of
scrutiny. Any serious translator can and probably should have
a unique email address that makes them look professional. We
filter out all emails sent by translators using these free email
services (using keywords). Also, any serious translator can and
probably should have a website, since this also shows a certain
level of professionalism.
■■ Mass emailing. If a translator’s resume ends up in your
junk email box, was tagged as being spam or was sent to
unknown recipients, it was probably mass emailed, which may
indicate that it is fake. If translators are serious about doing
business with you, they should take the time and make the
effort to send you a personalized message.
■■ Accepting PayPal or epayments only. PayPal is an unreliable method of payment. We have unwittingly done business
with fake translators, believing that their emailed resumes
were real, and when it was time to pay them using PayPal, the
name of the person we were asked to pay was that of another
unknown person, usually in the Middle East. Does the translator exist? Probably not. Does the translator get paid? Unknown. Is your reputation at risk? Absolutely. We now have a
strict policy whereby we will only pay using a direct deposit in
the translator’s bank account, and only in their name — or by
sending a check, in their name, to their legitimate address. This
is mentioned beforehand in any contract that must be signed
by the translator and our company before any work can begin,
which is binding upon the translator and our company.
The bottom line is that the onus is on you to do some due
diligence to ensure that you are dealing with real translators
who are worthy of your business, and thereby protect yourself
and your clients. M
Brian Rollo has a master’s degree in economics from Concordia
University in Montreal, Quebec. He is the president of Softran
Translations, vice president of 5 Continents Translation and
has 27 years of experience in translation and editing.
To offer your own Takeaway on a language-industry issue, send a
contribution to editor@multilingual.com.

editor@multilingual.com

LocWorld29

Silicon Valley

October 14-16, 2015
Santa Clara Convention Center

Discover Global Success In 2015
The world’s #1 Localization
Conference & Exhibition Series

www.locworld.com

“The future is already here —
it’s just not evenly distributed.”
William Gibson

Global brands
will drive the shift
to single sourcing.
Mature global companies will increasingly
single-source their translation and
localization needs from equally mature
localization providers, who operate as their
true business partners. The advantages of
higher efficiency, scalability, and consistency
will be too hard to ignore. Single-sourcing of
language services — based on strong KPIs —
will soon be just as common as traditional
project-based, multi-vendor models.

Charmáine Cook
Senior Account Manager,
Strategic Accounts
Moravia

Flexible thinking. Reliable delivery.

moravia.com

